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Leaf Growers Announce
Plan To Take Over Office
Dark fired tobacco growers who
voted in February to oust their
aassociation's board of directors after
they had elected new officers decided in
Mayfield last night to take over the
association's offices here in Murray
today.
The grower members were scheduled
to meet in Mayfield today at 11 a.m. at
the American Agriculture Movement
Strike headquarters before driving to
Murray.
If events go according to plan, James
Wilson, Graves County farmer,
president of
the reorganized
association of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers, said the new board
and officers will take over the business
of the association at noon. Wilson saki
plans also call for the removal of
Holmes Ellis, the association's general
manager.
( At noon today, Ellis and his staff left
the local office for lunch. None of the
growers had arrived at that time but
Ellis indicated to reporters that he was
expecting them. He said he would be
back in the office at the regular time,
about 1 p.m. today.)
Wilson said the reorganized group
had retained Ellis during its last
meeting provided he (Ellis) was willing
to work with the new board and officers. Last night, however, Wilson said
Ellis would be replaced today and the
reorganized group "probably wouldn't
elect or name a successor" to that
office.
Disatisfield grower members of the_
association took their action in
February after they said the
association had not been working with
the interest of the tobacco grower in
mind. Members.of the Western District
during that meeting used the assistance
of the Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers in electing their. new officers

and board of directors. The Eastern
district also reorganized earlier this
year and new officers have already
taken office in that association.
last night's meeting, according to
Wilson, was called to inform members
of developments since the group's
reorganization.
Wilson said "we have not taken up
office, but we haven't given up the
fight." When the grower members
reorganized they came to Murray but
were unable to take over the business of
the association because they were told
that their meeting had been illegal and
held not in accordance with association
bylaws.
Wilson told the gathering last night
that since the February meeting the
association had received two letters
from officials in Washington.
The first letter, Wilson explained,
introduced Francis A. Kelly, staff
assistant of Commodity Operations in
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Kelly contacted Wilson to discuss
recent events in the association. Wilson
said after the meeting Kelly was to
report to John I. Morton, director of the
Producers Association of the
Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service.
In the second letter Morton wrote
there were certain requirements a
group had to meet before being
recognized as an association. The
director said he would contact Wilson
after information had been assembled.
Wilson told the group that while the
new officers and directors had been told
they were illegal, they had checked
with the association's by-laws and it
was learned that various practices of
the association were not apparently
covered by the governing rules.
He cited an incorrect signature on the
members cards and transfers of

Contract Policy Discussed
I.

City Board Compiling
Exempt Students List
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
A list of the students who will be
exempted from the Calloway County
Board of Education's new non-resident
pupil contract policy is in the process of
being prepared, Superintendent Robert
Glin Jeffrey told the members of the
Murray Independent Board of
Education Tuesday night.
This list, which Jeffrey said will
probably be compiled and crosschecked by the middle of April, is
mandated in the policy decided
Thursday night by the county board. A
letter asking for alterations to the four
exemptions set forth earlier by the
county board prompted the county to
adopt an addendum containing two
more exemptions.
The superintendent commended the
board for "turning every stone that was
possible to turn" in its struggle to reach
a compromise with the county board.
In other business, the board was
presented a copy of the textbook
committee's report listing the first,
second and third choice for books. It
was noted that a group of parents were
involved in the selection process.
Jeffrey said that the city system will
pick up the tab for 40 percent of the
textbooks for the Murray Vocational
Center since approximately 35 to 40
percent of the students attending the
center are from the city system. This is
estimated to run around 82,720.
The board approved a revised school
calendar, which Jeffrey annoonced
earlier this week. The revision was
made necessary by the six days the

memberships upon the death of
members as examples.
Forrest Burchard, director at large
for the association, introduced various
speakers including Wendel Edwards of
Montgomery County, Tenn.
Edwards, a tobacco grower and
member of the Eastern district, told the
growers "I think it's time you got up
and did something."
He said farmers had for years been
conditioned to think they depended
upon everyone else, but actually
everyone else depended upon the
farmer.
About the Eastern District's action to
take over its association, Edwards said
"they told us what we did was not legal,
but we did it. You've got some good
leaders, now back 'em up."
The remainder of the meeting was
devoted to discussion of various topics
and included information about
financial assistance to farmers through
the Agricultural Stablization and
Conservation Service and Farmers
Home Administration.

_
Calloway County fans stopped their celebration last night long enough for the
takers to pose for a team
photograph after their 66-60 Hrst Region triumph over Marshall County. The victory was the
first region title ever
for a Calloway County basketball team.See complete details in
today's sports section.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Decision Not Expected Until May Or June

Sex Discrimination Hearina Ends
Testimony ended Tuesday afternoon
in the Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights' public hearing on charges of
sex discrimination by Murray State
University.
- The charges were brought by eight
current and former members of the
nursing faculty of the university.
Edmund P. Karem, presiding
hearing commissioner, stated that a
decision on the case is not expected to
be made until May or June.
Transcripts from the hearing will be
sent to both attorneys, Tom Ebendorf,
for the plaintiffs and James Overby,for
MSU, according to Karern. The transcripts will take about three weeks to
prepare before being sent. Each attorney will have 30 days to prepare
agruments and closing statements,
Karem added.
Copies of those statements and all
documents involved in the case will be
sent to the 11-member commission
board. The board, that has four female
members, will levy the decision at its
next meeting, scheduled for May or
June, Karem said.
The two-day hearing was the result of
the complaint filed by the eight
teachers stating that the university
denied them equal salary because of
their sex.
The eight alleged that their
qualifications were equal or better than '

system missed because of severe
weather conditions. Three of these days
have already been made up, and the
new calendar provides for the
remaining three to be made up on
March 14, April 27 and May 26.
As a result of a break-in Saturday
night at the southeast entrance of
Murray High School. board members
directed Jeffrey to look into the
possibility of installing a floodlight at
that entrance. The vandals damaged
the office doors and robbed drink
machines of some change.
Jeffrey asked for a special called
Two Sections-20 Pages
meeting on April 3 to deal with
6-B,7-B
Classifieds
recommendations for certified staff.
6-B
Comics
Chairman Don Henry stated that he
6-B
Crossword
had been selected as one of 10 school
3-A
Dear Abby
board members in the state to attend
12-A
Deaths &I Funerals
the Southeastern Regional Consortium
3-A
Dr. Lamb
in Atlanta on March 27-29. The con2-A
Horoscope
sortium will deal with "Educational
2-A,3-A
Local Scene
Futures of the Southeast." Kentucky.
5-A
Opinion Page
Tennessee, Alabama, Arkansas.
9-A,10-A
8-A,
.Sports
Florida.
Georgia,
Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina and South
Carolina are the states included in the
southeastern region.
In other action taken at the meeting:
Mostly sunny windy amd cold
— Board members approved the
today. Highs in the mid 40s. Clear
continuation of the school tax collection
and cold tonight. Lows in the mid
by City Clerk Jo Crass.
20s. Sunny but cool Thursday
— The board approved Tonda West
with highs in the mid 40s.
and Douglas Jones for the substitute
Kentucky Extended Forecast
teacher list.
Friday through Sunday: Partly
— Board members decided to hold
cloudy with little or no
the annual breakfast for teachers on
Friday, May 25. This day will be the ‘
1 izecipitation through the period,
teacher work day at the end of the
school year.

If

today's indeTN

mostly
sunny

that of Paul Langford, a former teacher
who was hired by the university in 1976
at a salary of at least $1,000 more than
.. —
any one of the plaintiffs.
They are requesting compensation
between $30,000 and $40,000.
There are four teaching positions at
MSU; professor, associate professor,
assistant professor and instructor.
Clinical instructor, a position in the
nursing department, is not an official

position recognized by the university
board of Regents, according to MSU
President Copstantine W. Curris.
Some of the plaintiffs were classified
in the department as clinical instructors.
Langford was hired at $14,500 and as
an assistant professor. He did not have
a masters degree but had 34 graduate
hours, military experience and was
employed by three different hospitals

for a period of five years.
Margie Kalisz and Joan Thibodeaux,
two of the plaintiffs, were also hired in
1976. Each started at $13,500 at the rank
of assistant professor. Both had
masters degrees.
Kalisz had 23 months working experience as a nurse and two years
teaching experience. Thibodeaux had
See HEARING
Page 12-A, Column 4

Egypt And Israel Expected To Okay Pact

Carter Says All issues In
Decided For Treaty
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter said today that "all of the outstanding issues" between Egypt and
Israel "have now been sucessfully
resolved" by Israeli Cabinet acceptance of two U.S. compromise
proposals.
Shortly after Israeli Cabinet overwhelmingly approved the Americansponsored proposals in Jerusalem,
Carter issued a statement saying
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin "has just called me with the good
news."
He congratulated Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and added:
"The peace which their peoples so
clearly need and want is close to
reality.
"I am extremely pleased that the
Israeli Cabinet has approved the two
remaining proposals that I discussed
with Prime Minister Begin on Monday
in Jerusalem," Carter said in the brief
statement.
"This means that all of the outstanding issues in the negotiations
between Egypt and Israel have now
been successfully resolved."
The president said he is proud that
the United States could have been able
to assist the two Mideast nations
toward a peace treaty. "We stand
ready to help in the implementation of
the peace treaty, in the negotiations
that lie ahead on other issues of concern, and in working with these two
friends to build a stable and peaceful
Middle East."
Hours earlier, Carter returned from
Cairo to a hero's welcome in
Washington and said: "I belie,ye that
God has answered our prayers."

Carter's optimism was bolstered by
the Israeli Cabinet, which approved two
remaining compromises already accepted by Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat. The Cabinet vote was 15 in favor
with one abstention after nearly six
hours of debate. "There will be a peace
treaty," said minister Yitzhak Modai.
The Cabinet, which met in
emergency session in Jerusalem at the
request of Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, was expected to send the the
treaty proposals to Israel's parliament,
the Knesset.
The Israeli cabinet in Jerusalem was
called into special session by Prime
Minister Menachem Begin to debate
two remaining compromises already
accepted by Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat. The cabinet was expected to
send them to Israel's parliament.
Approval there also seemed likely.
Begin said he would resign if
parliament rejected them.
The prime minister said a treaty with
Egypt could be signed within the
month, possibly in a week or two, if the
cabinet and parliament, the Knesset,
approve. Egyptian Foreign Minister
Butros Ghali agreed with Begin's
assessment.
Begin said he, Sadat and Carter
would sign the accord in Washington.
Then. Begin said, he and Sadat would
sign the Hebrew version in Jerusalem
and the Arabic text in Cairo.
Carter told about 1,000 congressional
leaders, members of his administration
and other flag-waving well-wishers who
greeted him after midnight at Andrews
Air Force Base: "You are looking at a
tired but grateful man."
The president said he is asking world

leaders in private messages to support
"what Egypt and Israel have done."
Carter said he had telephoned some of
them from Air Force One.
He did not identify the leaders, but
presumably they included Arab heads
of state whom the administration has
been unable to persuade so far to rally
support for Sadat in efforts for peace.
By choosing peace, Sadat and Begin
"are venturing into the unknown,"
Carter said. "They know that these
United States will be with them as they
See, MIDEAST
Page 12-A, Column 3

County Spelling
Bee Set Saturday
The Calloway County Spelling Bee
will be held Saturday, March 17, at 9
a.m. at the North Calloway Elementary
School, according to Charlie Lassiter.
Director of Pupil Personnel for the
Calloway County Schools.
Contestants for the Spelling Bee will
be as follows:
East Elementary—Danny F'alwell,
Evy Jarrett, and Vincent Alton.
Murray Middle—Melissa Tinsley.
Charles Cella. and Jon Mark Billington.
North Elementary—Roger Tucker.
Jeff Harris, and Rema Hill.
Southwest Elementary—Mikol
Grimes. Melissa Manning. and Donna
Coles.
The winner of the Calloway County
contest will enter the Mid-South
Speelling Bee to be held in Memphis,
Tenn.. Lassiter said.

Staff Photos by Matt Sanders

AWARD WINNERS — Holding awards presented at the Calloway County Conservation District Tuesday night at
the Kenlake Hotel are:(left photo)jimmy Hale, Kenneth Barrel! and Vincent Alton, essay winners;(middle photo)

Timmy manning and Diana Michelle Crick, poster winners; and (right photo) Richard Price Honor Award; Carman
Parks, Outstanding Cooperator and John fdd Johnson, Master Conservationist.
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Wednesday. March 14
Murray Shrine Club will
have a business meeting at the
Masonic Lodge Hall at 7 p.m.
Murray Bass Club is
.-scheduled to meet at 6:30
Triangle
at the
p.m
Resta ur alit.
Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
- Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m, as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. Mark
Singer, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Dick Orr, and Wesleyan with
Or. Alice Koenecke.
Thursday, March 15
Hazel Woman's Club will
hieeet at the home of Mrs.
Butterworth at 6:30
ly.m. Each member is asked to
bring a foreign dish for the
upper. An international
person will be the speaker.

lackie

Women of St. John's
piscopal Church will meet at
the home of Joan Brun,
rwood Forrest, at 7:30

r
i.

Thursday, March 15
Betty Sledd Mission Group
a First Baptist Church is
icheduled to meet at 9 a.m.

Thursday, March 15
Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be closed today.
Friday, March 16
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be closed today.
Fish and Wildlife Outdoor
Enrichment Series will open
today and continue through
Sunday at Camp Energy,
Land Between the Lakes.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its campout at Piney
Campground, land Between
the Lakes, with Hunter and
Winnie Love as wagonmasters, assisted by John and
Joan Bowker. A wiener roast
is planned on Saturday night.
Saturday, March 17
Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be closed today.
Murray Shrine Club will
have its social dinner with
guests at the Triangle
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
Benefit Coffeebreak and
Jamboree for Dwayne Bucy,
sponsored by Northwestern
Tennessee Radio Club, Paris,
Tenn., and co-sponsored by
Blue Grass State CB Club,
Murray, will be at Beshear
Gym, North 16th Street,
Murray,from 2 toll p.m.

Extension Workers ci First
Kaptist Church will meet at 2
p.m.
; Baptist Young Women of
first Baptist Church will meet
it the home of Mrs. Randy
$orrow at 7 p.m.

Chapter M of the P E 0
Sisterhood will celebrate the
15th anniversary of the
founding of the chapter with a
12 noon iuneheon in the home
of Mrs. Olga Freeman, Hazel,
with Mrs. Robert Bryan as
cohostess.

Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Qrder of the Eastern Star is
acheduled to meet at the lodge
ball at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 17
"Golden Oldie" Dance,
open, will be at the Murray
Country Club from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Cost will be 610 Per
couple. In
charge
of
arrangements are Messrsand
Mesdames Ralph McCuiston,
Felix Dunn, Burton Young,
Don Robinson, Bob Billington,
and Wells Purdom,Jr.

April Wedding Will
Be At Church Chapel

Bird House For Your
Backyard will be featured at 1
p.m. at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Sunday, March 17
Esther Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a breakfast at the Boston
Tea Party at 7:30 a.m.
Murray State University
Waterfield
and
Pogue
Libraries will be open from 2
to 11 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Yoke
Plowing at The Homeplace1850 at 1:30 p.m.,and Salute to
Spring at 3 p.m. at Center
Station.

Home Department
Luncheon Thursday
The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
hold its annual potluck luncheon on Thursday, March 15,
at 1 p.m. at the club house.
Special guests of the club
will be the contestants for the
sewing contest, sponsored by
the department, who will
model their outfits.
Betty Boston, department
chairman, urges all members
to attend.

Ms. Barbara Nell Randolph
and Steven Wavle Smotherman
Spring wedding plans have been completed for the
marriage of Barbara Nell Randolph and Steven Wayne
Smotherman.The event will take place on Saturday, April 21,
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the First Baptist Church with the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the
wedding and the reception.
Ms. Randolph is the daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Robert
E. Randolph of Guthrie. She is presently attending Murray
State University and is employed by the Adult Learning
Center at MSU.
Mr. Smotherman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Smotherman, Murray. He is a 1975 graduate of Murray State
University, and is presently employed as a sales representative of Durkee Foods,a division of Smith-Corona Machines,
Inc.
After a short wedding trip the couple will reside at A-6 Fox
Meadows, Murray.

Your Individual
Horoscope

e

Hazel Club Plans
For Special Dinner

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,MARCH 15, 1979
Square and round dancing
What kind of day will going out in the p.m. Save
will be held at the Woodmen of tomorrow be? To find out what some exuberance
for your job
Murray Women of the the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
the stars say, read the too.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
forecast given for your birth CANCER
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Sign.
( June 21 to July 72)
Calloway County Spelling ARIES
Important
domestic
Murray Civitan Club will Bee with contestants
decisions can be implemented
from ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gYi
k
t
Meet
at
Seven
Seas Murray Middle and East,
Make plans to spend extra now. Invite friends over and
Restaurant.
North, and Southwest Schools time with others now. Marital get in touch with those at a
will be at 9 a.m. at the North affairs, partnership interests distance. Be hospitable.
Men's Stag Night will be Calloway School.
and other close ties are LEO
held at the Murray Country
) July 23 to Aug. 22)
ekC
favorably accented.
Club at 6:30 p.m. with Scott
You'll accomplish much by
Murray Al-Anon will meet TAURUS
Seiber, Mike Baker, Red at 8 p.m. at Carmen
phone or letter today. Share
Pavilion, ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Howe,Jr., and Larry Contri in College Farm Road.
Mixing
business
with thoughts with loved ones.
This is a
charge of arrangements.
support group for families and pleasure won't hurt your Local visits should prove
friends of Alcoholics and for cause now. You'll make im- pleasurable.
portant progress careerwise VIRGO
Home Department, Murray information call 437-4229.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
and
work goes smoothly.
Woman's Club, will have its
Friends should prove
GEMINI
Murray
ABJC
Bowling
annual potluck luncheon at 1
helpful now. Invite them along
(
May
to
21
June
20)
p.m. at the club house. Con- League will bowl at 10 a.m. at
Recreational and-or if going on a shopping extestants for the sewing contest Corvette Lanes. All interested
romantic
pursuits should go pedition. Harmony prevails on
bowlers
are invited.
will be featured.
well now. Make plans for the job scene.
LIBRA
r—T
Ellis Center will be open
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22i
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
Your personality works
wonders today. Others are
activities by the Murray
receptive. Be sure to state
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be
your wishes clearly. New
at 12 noon with table games at
clothes enhance appearance.
1 p.m.
SCORPIO
The Twin Lakers Good Sam John and Joan Bowker as ( Oct. 23 to
Nov. 21) nt*
.
Club will hold its first campout their assistants. Regular
Restore well-being with
of 1979 on Friday, Saturday, activities of walking, visiting, some privacy.
Behind-theAlpha Mu Chapter of
and Sunday, March 16, 17, and campfire, Sunday vesper scene domestic and
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will
financial
18, at the Piney Campground services, etc., will be featured maneuvers work to
your
meeet at 6:30 p.m.at the home
in the Land Between the along with a wiener roast on advantage. Be discreet.
of Jean Fleming before
Lakes.
Saturday evening at the Love SAGITIARR1S
leaving for a meeting in
Hunter and Winnie Love will campsite. Each family is to ( Nov. 22 to Dec.
21)
Mayfield.
be the wagonmasters with bring wieners, buns, marAttendance at a group
shmallows or dessert, and function may lead to some
either a salad or vegetable. new friends. Maintain a
ja
ak
Coffee and punch will be cheerful front with friends
lir ••••.
who may be somewhat infurnished.
tense.
Rudolph Howard, president,
CAPRICORN
urges all members and inDec. 22 to Jan. 19) 10
terested campers to attend
An unusual twist of cirthis weekend.
cumstances re career should
The club met Feb. 17 at the work in your favor.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
Your
Community Room of the loyalty and dedication
is
North Branch of the Peoples appreciated by higher-ups.
Bank with Harold and Ruth AQUARIUS
Eversmeyer as wagon- ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
7: 10,
IOW Chestnut
masters and Jack and Betty
You have the go-ahead re
9:1O
.Wagar
as assistants. Sand- travel plans now. Publishing
Mrs Thurs.
wiches and dessert were and educational matters
served.
prosper. Attend a cultural
A
film, "Kentucky's event with friends.
Feathered Friends," was PISCES
7:1O9:35
)sa folk ,en
Feb. 19 to Mar, 20( X ."
shown by Dr. Eversmeyer.
1010 O.id
Obtain financial backing for
the-Lena
Those present were Rudolph business ventures.
Joint
Bad her rpo
and Opal Howard, Jimmy, projects fare well.
Hidden
Marilyn, Gina. and Cheryl benefactors put in a good
word
Herndon, Harold, Ruth, and for you.
Denise
Eversmeyer,
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Clovi
Samantha Wilder, Jack and natural moneymaker. You
7:20,1
641N Central tr
Betty Wager, Hunter and have
better
financial
Winnie
Love, Ashley Thur- judgement than the typical
9:20
Catch It
man, John and Joan Bowker, Piscean, yet like most of your
PG 40
Dan, Carol, Kevin, and Sean sign, you are inclined to the
Kelly, Gayle, Angel, and arts and professions. Your
Melissa Adams, Linda, Greg, interest in humanity may take
if
and Lori Rogers, David you into government, social
7:15: Fleming, Ned and Beth service, and the care of the
641 N („entral Ctr
Law, diplomacy,
9:10i
Wilson, Bill and Norette Hill, sick.
MW
T. G.and Estelle Shelton, J. B. medicine, and science are
and Jo Burkeen, Jimmy, other fields in which you can
Sharon, and Ginger Graham. excel. Somewhat devoted to
Fred and Martha But- loved ones, you are highly
protective of them. Learn to
terworth, Lloyd and Fay
trust your intuition. Birthdate
"..••.-•
Jacks, C. W., Dot, and Yvonne
of:
Andrew
Jones, ana Dan and Caroline president; GeorgeJackson
Brent.
Rodden.
actor.
4
•

031(c)
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Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club To Hold Campout
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The Hazel Woman's Club
will meet Thursday, March 15,
at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth.
Special guest speaker will
be an international person.
A foreign supper will be
served and each member is
asked to bring a foreign dish
for the meal.
All members are urged to
attend,a spokesman said.

North Fork News--

Clerris Wilson Has Surgery-;.
Guests Are In Area Homes
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Feb. 28, 1479
Clerris Wilson had heart
surgery on Feb. 10 at the St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. Reports are he is doing
fine. Mrs. Wilson and son,
Derrel, have been with him
since the surgery. Other
visitors in to see him were the
Rev. Dr. H. F. Paschall of
Nashville, the Rev. and Mrs.
James Garland of Hazel, Mrs.
Nelda Hopkins, a sister from
Cincinnati, Ohio, Mrs. Derrel
Wilson and children, Lisa and
Mike, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, and Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were supper guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Friday
night.
Mrs. Linda Kay Harding
visited her father, Herbert
Orr, on Friday. He has been ill
with the sore throat.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, were supper
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr on Thursday.
Bro. James Phelps visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr on
Thursday.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills of
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Tuesday.
Bro. Sills visited Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key Tuesday morning.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on Thursday.
Adolphus Paschall returned
home from the Henry County
General Hospital on Wednesday. His condition is improving.
Mrs. Johnnie Jones visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Wednesday.
Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mrs. Jessie Pasbal1 visited
Charlie Olive in the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Term., and Mrs. Lillian
Ross in the Crestview Nursing
Home,Paris, on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs.Shan Pinner of
Whitesville, Tenn., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper Jones on

Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins on Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Cooper Jones on Friday.
and
Coy
Mrs.
Mr.
Kuykcndall visited Charlie
Olive who is a hospital patient.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall spent
the day last Tuesday with
Mrs: Ovie Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs Ceylon Morris
visited Miss Louise Holley and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris visited Charlie Olive in
the hospital on Tuesday. Mitch Sykes was ill due to a
cold, and was absent from
school last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle
Hopkins and children, Karen,
Kenny,Kim,and Kurk, visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins over the
weekend.
Mrs.
Bertie
Jenkins
returned home from St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Term., on Thursday. She is
now at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins. Visitors
in to see her over the weekend
were Bro. James Phelps, Mrs.
Johnnie Jones, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and

tit ici—s

Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Lee Orr, Mr. anti
Mrs. Gaylon Moris, Mr. and
me& Ralph Gallimore, and
Mrs. Carlene Paschall.
Bro. H. D. Hudson an(
Edward Vandyke visite(
Douglas Vandyke on Monday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
visited Charlie Olive and
Robert Cornwell, patients at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on
Monday.
Mitch Sykes visited Greg
Rice and Robert Ellis over the
weekend.

B&PW Club Meets
Here On Thursday
The
Business
and
Professional Women's Club
will meet Thursday, March 15,
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant, according to
Connie White, club president.
Special guest speaker for
the club will be the contestant
for the Young Career Woman
of the year award. The person
will also enter the contest at
the spring district B&PW
meeting to be held Sunday,
March 18, at 2 p.m. at
Paducah.
All members are urged to
attend, Mrs. White said.

-11—si

We are pleased to announce that Pam Lassiter,
bride-elect of Kenny
Collins, has selected her
pottery. stainless and crystal
from our complete bridal
registry.
Pam and Kenny will be
married April 21, 1979.

The Shacase
7534541
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Plans Completed For
Smith-Mohon Wedding

141roxy
Ledger Tunes

+HUHU NEWS
3-1-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hopkins,
Baby
Boy
(Cathleen), Bz. 96 Hardin,
Fox, Baby Girl (Lisa), Rt. 5
Ex. 138, Murray, Brewer,
Baby Boy (Sherry), Rt. 5 Bx.
000 Murray, Hobbs, Baby Boy
(Mary), 103 N. 17th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia S. Park and
baby girl, Rt. 3 Benton, Mrs.
Renate Neumann, Rt. 2
Mayfield, Kerry P. Ray, Bx.
98 Hazel, Mrs. Lois J. Camper,
Rt. 2 Bx. 424E, Big Sandy,
Tenn., Mrs. Jacqulene D. Hill,
Rt. 2 Bx. 253N Murray, Earl L
Gordon, Rt. 1 Bx. 155 Dexter,
Edward G. Brandon, 425 S. 8th
Murray, Mrs.
Darlene
Wilkerson, Rt. 7 Mayfield,
Mrs. Alice F. Emerson, 803
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Donna M.
McNeely, 721 Sycamore,
Murray, Mary A. Kurz, 1707
Park Lane, Murray, Clifford
L McCormick, at. 2 Bx. 162
Dover, Tenn., Phillip D.
Bowerman, Hardin, Michael
Bucy, Rt. 2 Hazel, Mrs.
Phyllis G. Robertson, 501 S.

4
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16th Murray, Mrs. Dorothy P.
Medlock, Rt. 4 Bx. 411B,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Edith E.
McClain, Rt. 1 Palmersville,
Tenn., Mrs. Paula M. Odom,
410 Carroll, Paris, Tenn., Paul
R. Paschall, Rt. 5 Bx. 259A
Paris, Tenn., Carole L Smith,
Bs. 6266 Hester Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Theresa A. Carson,
Shady Oaks, Murray, Mrs.
Audis M. Gooch, Rt. 4 Murray,
Burie G. Miller, Rt. 1 Bx. 428
Murray, Commie E. Cain, Rt.
1 Bx. 67 Almo, Mrs. Cloteal
Paschall, Rt. 2 Puryear,
Tenn., Merida M. Carroll
(expired) 406 S. 6th Murray.

Golden Anniversary
Reception Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Burley Colley of Hazel Route 1 will observe
their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Sunday, March 18.
A reception is being planned at the home of their son,
It.ibert Colley, Lynnville, from 2 to 4 p.m. on Sunday. All
friends and relatives of the family are invited to come and
share the occasion with the Coneys.
Mr. and Mrs. Colley were married March 17, 1929. They
have resided on Hazel Route 1 near Bell City for fifty years.
They have three children—Robert Lynn and Grant Colley of
Lynnville and Mrs. Sue Edwards of Lafayette, La.—and five
grandchildren—Randy, Terry, Debbie, and Angie Colley,and
Wanda Edwards.

CHEESE TOPS
For small pieces of cheese,
shred them, then store in a
glass jar or wrap in plastic. It
can be used for sprinkling on
vegetables for seasoning,
mixing with bread crumbs as
casserole topping or even
sprinkling on salads for
flavor.

, °peak
Don't Bring the Bride
A Gift-Wrapped
Burden
By Abigail Van Buren

to

DEAR ABBY: I was disappointed in your advice to carry
no wedding gifts to the reception. You said gifts should be
sent to the bride's home before the wedding or to the
couple's home afterwards so as not to be a problem for the
bride's mother, who already had enough on her mind.
You also said it was a pain in the neck to have to haul a
carload of wedding presents home. Boy. I should have had
such a pain in the neck!
J.IN PASO ROBLES

—$

DEAR J.: Although the mail has been running 2 to 1 in
your favor and against me, here's one for my side:
DEAR ABBY: Let me add a loud "Amen" to your opinion
that taking wedding gifts to the reception is very inconsiderate. I recently married off a daughter, and of the gifts
that were brought to the reception, many mysteriously
disappeared— having been either lost or stolen. Some were
broken when I got them home,and many cards were lost and
mixed up.
Abby. please keep repeating your advice to send the wedding gifts to the bride before the wedding, or to the couple
afterward.
POST-MARITAL HEADACHE

P

Pure panache.
The
Robert Arthur
silk coordinates
collection.
When you're looking
for fine fashion,
here's what to
look for:
Robert Arthur.
Solid color
slim skirt
with front slit.
Sizes 6 to 16,
Solid 'color two
button blazer.
Sizes 6 to 16,

k

HEALTH

i l Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
l

Garlic won't help
DEAR DR. LAMB — Will
garlic correct high blood
pressure? What are the
symptoms of high blood
pressure? What can cause
the top of your head to feel
as though there were a
weight on top of it and as if it
were tight'
DEAR READER — No,
garlic will not correct high
blood pressure. I'm continually amazed at all of the
fantasy around garlic. As a
matter of fact, one of our
early health food promoters,
Adolphus Hohensee, urged
the use of garlic to treat low
blood pressure. He also
urged people to put a piece
of garlic in their rectum
each night.
Don't expect any health
benefits from garlic other
than its ability to keep People away from you, when
you have garlic on your
breath. That might help protect you from contagious
diseases you might get from
oversocializing at close
proximity.
High blood pressure may
not cause any symptoms at
all. That's why it's necessary for people to have regular blood pressure checks to
find problems of this sort. I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 1-8, Blood
Pressure, to give you more
Information on what affects
It and how it' affects you.
Others who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
You'll need a medical examination to find out what
causes your complaint about
your head. It may simply be
tight muscles. Remember,
your scalp, back of your
head and neck all have muscles in that area that can get
tight and tense, particularly
if you are tight and tense.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Several months ago I noticed
some lumps under my arms.
Since I have been doing a lot
of hoeing and digging in my
yard, I thought perhaps I
had overdone that. Also, I
have quite an allergy, runny
nose, sneezing, itching eyes,
etc. I had a complete physical and the doctor didn't

seem to be concerned about
the lumps in my arm. He did
some blood tests which were
normal. I was uneasy about
the lumps so a month later I
had more tests done and
they, too, were normal. The
doctor just said to hang
loose.
Anyway, I've heard that
some lumps are normal in
that area. Is that correct?
Otherwise, I am a healthy
58-year-old woman. Please
give rue your opinion of the
lumps.
DEAR READER —
You've done the most important thing by seeing a doctor
to let him examine the
lumps. The only way anyone
can really determine
whether a lump is important
or not is to examine it. Those
that are suspicious or larger
sometimes need to be removed and examined under
a microscope to be certain.
You can develop lumps
under the arms that don't
have any medical importance. Doing a blood test
was helpful to your doctor in
deciding that the lumps
weren't a serious problem.
The lymph glands sometimes cause such lumps.
They are literally a barrier
against infection to the rest
of your body. If you get an
infection in your finger, the
lymph glands filter the
lymph that comes from your
arm and traps the bacteria
so that they don't invade the
rest of your bloodstream and
infect your whole body. In
the process of trapping infectious organisms, the
glands get swollen and
sometimes tender.

Plans have been completed
by Miss Sherry Diane Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Wayne Smith, and
Thomas Lee Motion, son of
Mrs. Thomas Motion and the
late Mr. Mohon, for their
wedding on Saturday, March
17
The vows will be solemnized
at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House with the
Rev.Steve Seaford officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Miss
Tonya McCuiston, pianist, and
Mrs. Sally Scott, soloist.

Mrs. Becky Taylor will be
the matron of honor and Mrs.
Sally Scott 'will be the
bridesmaid.
The bestman will be Gregg
Leutloff, and the groomsman
will be Richard Latimer.
Miss Jan Foster will keep
the register, and Mrs. Juanita
Lynn will direct the wedding..,
A reception will follow
the
after
immediately
ceremony at the club house.
All relatives and friends are
Invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

ROBERTS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Roberts
of Edwardsville, Ill., announce the birth of a baby boy,
Matthew Ryan, werghing
seven potinds 9ki ounces, born
on-Saturday, Feb. 17.
Grandparents are Mr. and
MrS. Hollis Roberts of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Cupp
of Spokane, Wash.
COUNT ON BLACK
The one color you can count
on taking anywhere without
being out of place is black.

- 4

DEAR ABBY: I was jogging the other morning and when
I came to an intersection (not a particularly busy one)a passing motorist leaned out his window and yelled, "Hey, you
jerk, get off the street! What are you trying to prove?"
I ignored him and kept right on jogging.
Abby, this wasn't the first time I've been insulted by a
hostile motorist. Other joggers tell me they've had the same
experience.
What do you think motivates these people to put down
joggers?
KEEPING FIT IN SAN MATEO

DEAR KEEPING: Jealousy, probably.
DEAR ABBY: On Valentine's Day the-gentleman I've
been dating gave me a bottle of perfume in my favorite
fragrance. He also took me to dinner and presented me with
a beautiful orchid corsage. Then he spoiled it all by handing
me a $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE!
I tried not to show my shock and disappointment. but I
still haven't been able to bring myself to cash it. Should I
drop him?
INSULTED IN ELMHURST

Two-tone
novelty stripe
pointille knit
sweater.
Sizes 34 to 40,
A division of Dalton

DEAR INSULTED: I can't see any reason that you
should be shocked, disappointed, or insulted. But if yot.
decide to drop this gentleman, let me know where you drop
him. I know several women in Elmhurst who would love to
meet him.

We r eccfnmend
n
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Woolite
For the clothes
yOu care about

CONFIDENTIAL TO FAITHFUL FAN IN BREMERTON, WASH.: Your character is what you ARE, your
reputation is what people THINK you are, but once you get
a reputation as an early riser you can sleep till noon.

Mademoiselle
Shop
nit

De you wish you had mere friends? For the secret of
ty, get Abby's new booklet; "Hew T.Be Popular;
erNever Tee Teem or Ti.Old." Send 81 with•len,
selfwddreseed, stampul 128 emote) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 80212.

Court Square
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Anna Walker of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

SPRING PREVIEW
C 3 CD0C> CD0CD CD
Specially Selected

Spring
Merchandise

CD CD

1/4

Final Reduction

Lingerie

Of

STELLA HAYNES
Named For Honor
Miss Stella Haynes, 72 year
old resident of Murray Route
3, has been selected to have
her biography included in the
0publication,
Who's Who In
Poetry For 1978. She is a life
long native of Calloway
County and is the daughter of
the late William A. and
Geneva Haynes.

0
Final Reduction on Worm Wear & Specially Selected Items 0
Dixieland Center
V‘e,

in the Hall

Sugar Ii'Spice
goutilue

CLENDENEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dean
0 Clendenen of Murray Route I
are the parents of a baby boy.
Bradley Thomas, berm
0
S.it
Hours 9-5 Mon
Tuesday, March 6, at the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield.
0

C

Coffee doesn't have to be bitter.
Sunrise"' instant coffee mellowed
with chicory isn't bitter.
Because Nestle found a way tr)
blend fine coffee with chicory.
Chicory brings cut coffees better
nature. And it lebves the bitter taste
behind.
So try Sunrise today.The coffee
isn't bitter. And the coupon is sweet

Better natured.
Not bitter.

•

i'm am mei
I/414S

Save 350

on Sunrise" instant coffee mellowed with chicory
10 psi 4Af the o,.g,o' we be secesobood only co tolloos
to,crocsant spoalod Out St to, having pottnatO cooper,•
WOW motencr•Sio
Rictioird from nottonot o,ouichatte
Poo,a Duchene a 0/14oent stock a rnachonaoe 0 cow.
coupons sit:maw:I mat at 01~1 a"
toornonott
c0000ro
%tool
tere=o1
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cornaf mat
131parotatao not monotod theough brows a ono. WOO*
ataorces Coupons aro rtototoritotaa• and %tool • ow •
mom a tato.*•moused Callan',
0•31.t•hici totocl
PeNITTmvItor, volt. i Mc to,
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ellcellsoyato
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The Nestle; Company. Inc 1979
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Lower Over bad Means...
Lower Prices

Prices Good
Thurs., March 15 thru
Wed., March 21
Vlasic
Hamburger

Campbell's

Noxzema

Pork &
Beans
left
Savo 11°

•

Skin Cream
PORK &

6 Oz.
Reg. $2.45
Save 54'

-*ZAPS

Dill
Chips
59c

$100

For

Morton
list, Turkey, Pick's

Pot Pies
Frosty Acres
Stuffed

Savo 18°

I

Godchaux
Powdered

Larson
Veg-All
Mixed

Frosty Whip
Dessert

Sugar

Vegetables

3

1 Lb. Box
Savo 29'

For

m 89

Topping

For

Minute Maid Lemon

$100

Juice

Savo 28'

Halls

Cough Save
Formula
$1 49
3 Oz.

Wrap

Rog. $2.19

79C

Nom Duty
18"
Savo 8°

BIGMAW

Window
Cleaner

Reynolds

1j
'

59c
Cream of
4
Mushroom

PRODUCE

20 oz.
Savo 12'

Fresh Crisp

Campbells

New Job Squad

Towels
Jumbo
Roll

Green
Giant

Windex

Savo
16°

69.,
Mt="nroa
SOUP

Woollie

Rug
Cleaner$

22 Oz.
Savo II

Savo 24' $1

Soup

Lettuce
For

Yellow

00

10/
3
4 OL

Golden Cream

Onions

Style

Green Crisp

Celery

Soaltost

Martha White
Macaroni &
Choose

Buttermilk
Y2

Fresh Tender

OW. — San HP

Dinner

99c

Martha
White

Carrots
Seed Potatoes & Onion Sets

Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA

Breast 0 Chicken

Cream Cheese

CREAM CHEESE

8 Oz.
Savo 10*

Tuna

69c

Light Chunk
4/
1
2Ca.

69c

'BIGBOYS.r
5 Lb.
Bag
Save
20`

Family Pack
3 Lb. Or More

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

$129
Field

Fresh Lean

Sliced
Ground Chuck I Bologna
Stew si 69
$119
Beef I
$16
!
Lean Boneless

Diet
Rite
rota

1 lb. pkg.

lb

FREE EGGS — FREE EGGS — FREE EGGS

Cola
RC and
Diet Rite
Cola

Country Ham
Sliced
Bacon

89
"If You Tatc

We Accept U.S. ,
Government
Food Stamps

At Reg.
Price

FREE

Field Mortimer.

12 oz. pkg.

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Get 1 Doz.
Med. Eggs

Buy 2 Pkg. Hickory Mountain

Wieners
12 oz. pkg.

P uoi

89

lb.

y... 'ou ant :eat ur rice

HOURS:

7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sot.

2,kg

Picnic

RKE

Downtown Shopping Center

Hamburger
Buns

Smoked

Pro Leaguer
•

Super
Value

89.
)(4.Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

_
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Looking Back

Don't Throw
Spitballs

10 Years Ago

ted by the courts do not go into
the judicial budget,and that the
thief Justice, Kentucky Supreme Court
judicial system is not to any
Before the 1975 election the degree dependent upon them
main argument against the for its support.
Another "phoney issue" inproposed judicial amendment
volves the financing of jails.
was that the new system would
be too costly. The record of 1978 The notion that jails are
conclusively refutes that creatures of the courts, are
made necessary by the courts,
forecast.
The 1978-80 budget for the en- and are a responsibility of the
tire judicial structure was a courts is an utter misconmere one per cent of the overall ception. The truth is that police
officers, prosecuting attorneys,
budget for the operation of
state government. It did not jails, courts and prisons all are
separate links in the process of
require any tax increase or any
new tax to support it. In fact, law enforcement, which exists
in order to protect the public
the recent special session of the
from
crime.
legislature actually reduced
A court acts only as a refereetaxes. It is now clear that the
or umpire, without which the
judicial budget could have been
VIETNAMESE GRAPPITI
Constitution will not permit a
doubled without any additional
criminal to be detained or
burden to the people of Kenpunished. Whether a criminal
tucky.
The Story Of
—52
is held in jail while awaiting
Before 1978 the circuit and
trial or is sent there afterward
appellate courts were funded
is entirely a matter of public
largely by the state governpreference. If he is put in jail, it
ment, whereas the lower courts
is not for the protection of the
and circuit clerks' offices
1822-1976 By Dorothy anti Kerby Jennings
court, but for the protection of
depended mostly on fees, costs,
the
local public. The court has
fines and local appropriations.
sisrismosis
-•-#44-4-•++.4444444444-4-++++++++444+++++++4444444-4444-•
about the same relationship to
Following adoption of the
To omit Fourth Monday from consideration in the notable
the jail as the referee at a ball
judicial amendment, the
events oocurring in the history of Calloway County would be to
game has to the locker rooms
General Assembly transferred
commit a grave grievance to the colorful caravan of human events.
used by the players.
all of the costs and revenues of
It shall not pass without leaving the fragrance which charmed the
Again, however, if the net
the system to the state. But in
entire countryside for more than a hundred years to mysteriously
court revenue act and the court
order to protect the counties
vanish in the turbulent years of 1950 as quietly as it broke through
facilities act do not result in a
and cities against any resulting
the clouds before the Civil War. Fourth Monday was the big day
return of revenues sufficient to
financial loss, it enacted a "Net
each month when the general population wended its way to the
cover what a county has lost in
Court Revenue Act," under
county seat of Murray to attend the session of the monthly county
the way of fees and costs, there
which each county or city that
court and to buy, trade, swap, barter, steal or drink anything under
had lost court revenues was en-- is no reason why the situation
the living sun .or driving risks—man cou/dTay his- hands—on. - It iira:s
cannot be corrected by aptitled to collect annually from
also the day for the medicine show, dualing religious debates and
propriate legislation. Certainly
the state the difference betsinglet holy exhortations, home-spun sleight-of-hand exhibitions,
it does not represent a
ween what it had been
gawking
justifia
, oggling pretty girls, and political argumentations. Most
ble basis for criticism of
receiving from its courts and
the
importa
court
system
nt,
it was the main day each month when farmers came to
.
what it had been costing to
town to purchase a few weeks' supply of provisions from the store
In terms of performance, it is
operate them.
houses. Fourth Monday in March was the superman of the trade
conceded in all responsible
For most of the cities that
days when farmers laid in provisions and supplies for the approachquarters that the new district
plan proved to be reasonably
court is a success and a distinct
ing planting season. No trapeze artist could hold a handle to the
satisfactory, but for the obvious
improvement over what we had
interest in mule flesh parading around court square.
reason that in most counties the
before. The reason is that for
The centerpiece' of attraction, strictly limited by convention to
quarterly and magisterial courthe first time in history people
menfolks, was the swapping ring- where mules, horses, dogs, ponies,
ts actually had been operated
charged with minor offenses
rifles, shotguns and Barlow knives changed hands as sharp cracks of
at a loss, only 15 counties have
have been treated with a
whips popped on the rumps of innocent beasts of burden. The first
been able to qualify for revenue
reasonable semblance of
swapping ring recalled_ off the square was the one at the Boileyard
payments from the state.
equalit
where Chestnut Street might be extended into Clark's River bottom
y. Sensible people never
Naturally this retult was a
did like the system under which
from Railroad Avenue, the second at the Pear Orchard at the site of
disappointment to most county
the chief political officer of the
Broad and Vine streets; the third on North 3rd Street into Negro
executives and fiscal courts.
county
also
Town.
had
control
Each of which appeared very much in that order, however
In order to alleviate this
of the
court. Our forefathers would
different sites occurred from time to time.
feeling, the 1978 General
not permit it under the federal
Few would consider the above as history in the accepted underAssembly enacted a court
constitution, and it should
standing of the word, however it is the purpose of this review
facilities-rental bill under
of
never have been allowed under
the past to leave an enduring legacy for descendants to better
which the state is required to
underours.
pay rent to each county and city
stand from whence they came, even a pattern whereby descend
ants
The district judges are elecfor whatever space in one or
might better improve upon the past. For this and other reasons
ted by the people of their
the events are recorded in order a better understanding
more of its buildings is being
might be
districts. Hence the charge that
used for court purposes. The
concluded for the accomplishments and the failures of society
in
the courts have been "taken
formula by which the amount of
general.
away
from the people" is
rental is figured depends on acTo Be Continued
plainly absurd.
tual building and maintenance
There
are some real
costs and is the same for all.
problems yet to be overcome. Letter To The Editor
One hundred seven of the 120
One is the maldistribution and
counties have submitted their
insufficiency in number of
figures and are or soon will be
district judges.We
receiving rent. In very few inwere
allowed only 114 district judges
stances has the rental figure
Editor:
proper personally owned equipment,
for 120 counties. Over 50 coun- Dear
authorized under this statute
After three "unusual" winters, the
which would greatly aid the departties do not have a judge Calloway County roads remind one of
been found unsatisfactory.
ment in maintaining the County roads,
residing in the county. I believe darning the darns in the already darned
In order to alleviate this
and perhaps even manage to lower the
that some of the people of that socks! Valiant efforts of the County
overall costs in the long run.
feeling, the 1978 General
Highway Department cannot keep up
The potholes, ruts, and quagmirew
county want one and a qualified
Assembly enacted a court
with the inevitable potholes, deep ruts,
might
not get so far out of hand before
person
is available for the job. and quagmires that
facilities-rental bill under
plague us all
the department found the time and
A
substan
tial increase in the Would it be possible to stretch the
which the state is required to
weather conditions permitting proper
number of district judges will number of hands and equipment within
pay rent to each county and city
repairs.
be recommended to the 1980 the County Highway Department by
for whatever space in one or
Sincerely,
engaging the services of local
Genera
Mrs. P.A. C'rihfield
l Assembly.
more of its buildings is being
residents'
Route
6, Box 215
Anothe
r
proble
m
is
that of
used for court purposes.
I know of two men with tractors who
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
court facilities. I hope that have kept their country
Meanwhile, a number of
gravel roads in
misconceptions have arisen, court will always be held in the "passable" condition at their own
Bible Thought
expense with the undying gratitude of
county court house, as it was in
some reflecting genuine misunYe have not chosen me, but have
the times of our ancestors. their neighbors. I am certain that Kelly
derstanding and others born of
chosen
Guy
and
lass
you, and ordained you, that
Hopson
aren't
the
only
State and local governments
malicious misrepresentation.
ye should go and bring forth fruit.
ones who have unselfishly given of their
should not be adversaries, but time and equipment in such
In the later category falls the
lohn 15:16.
a manner
partners, and over an extended
This verse gives ample evidence
My suggestion is this: contract a
general uprising over the $15 inof what we mean to Jesus Christ
period of time, courthouse im- network of local residents with the
crease in minimum traffic
provements and additions to
I h.,
fines. Much of this uproar came
Murray Ledger & Times
accomm
odate the new courts
from people who never had oc(USPS 305700)
should be constructed by the
casion to pay any of the fines,
Publisher
Walter L Apperson
Editor
R Gene McCutc how.
counties with reasonable finanand no real or honest cornThe Murray ledger & Ttrnes is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christcial support from the state.
passion for those who did, but
rruis Day, New Year's Day and ThlInk•Oring by
Murray N,wipapei, inc. 103 N 4th St.
Lastly, inflation has become
who were willing to seize on any
Murray. Ky 42571 Second(lass Poatage Paid at
a major threat to the entire
Mirray.Ky.
43071
opportunity to throw spitballs
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How To Fix Potholes

Galley Nowa bervira

Bids for the construction of the Bee
Creek sewer line and the pumping
st...on just north of Murray were
opened at the meeting of the Murray
City Council last night.
W. H. Brooks, teacher of the adult
farmer classes in Calloway County,
ems honored at a joint dinner of the
classes held at the Holiday Inn. Mancil
Vinson, head of the Alumni Affairs at
Murray State University and formes
assistant head of the Kentuckx
Department of Agriculture, wet:
featured speaker.
.„
Carol Champion, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William M. Champion of Murrayt:
a junior mathematics and physic
major at Murray State University, hag.
been granted a summer student
traineeship in physics at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Mrs. Vickie Ellis Shell is being
sponsored by the Business and
Professional Women's Club as a candidate for "Young Career Woman" for
District I on March 16. She will compete
at the meeting at Paducah.
Capt. Gene T. Norman recently
completed jet pilot training at St. Louis,
Mo., and is now flying for Ozark Air
I Aries.

20 Years Ago
AltrliNr
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed Is this column.

Sixty-three Calloway County Farm
Bureau leaders and workers attended a
membership drive and kickoff dinner
meeting at Lynn Grove High School on
March 13, according to Leon Chambers,
county president.
Mrs. John 0. Pasco has been elected
as president of the Murray Woman's
Club for 1959-60. Mrs. Charles D. Clark
is now serving as president.
Lon Carter Barton will speak at a
meeting of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society on March 21 at the
Collegiate Restaurant, Murray.
Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker announces the
engagement of her daughter, Freckle
Louise, to Donald Frederick Buxton,
son of Duane and Dorothy Buxton. •
North Marshall beat Tilghman and
Fancy Farm beat Lewes in the semifinals of the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament at the Murray
State College Sports Arena.

HEARTIINE: We will be retiring
and have considered selling our
home and purchasing a mobile home.
Can you give us some pros and cons on
mobile home living? — P.C.
Each year, more and more retirees
move into mobile homes, which come in
a wide array of models.
On the average, mobile homes range
from 8 to 24 feet in width and 28 to 70
The city of Murfay will play host to a
feet in length, the most common being
North-South All-Star Basketball game
12 by 60. Heartline readers have
here on June 11, according to Mayor
praised mobile home living and, on the
George Hart. M. 0. Wrather, president
other hand, some readers have conof the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
demned such living.
wW be the general chairman.
To be really comfortable, most
Deaths reported include Mrs. Eden
retirees recommend at least 10 feet
Cooper Charlton, 78, Miss Annie
width, but prefer 12 feet as a minimum
Bushing, 20, and Mrs. 1.11lle Scarwidth. An average mobile home,12x 60,
brough, 72.
costs $7,500 in 1968 and today casts
The operetta, "Chonita," will be
about $11,000, but can cost as much as
presented March 18 by students of
$15,000. In general, mobile home
Kirksey High School. Cast members
financing requires about one-fourth
will include Jean Workman, James V.
down with a balance paid off in seven
Edwards, Billy Joe Hale, Marie
'years. Mobile homes depreciate from
McCallon, Zane Cunningham, Evelyn
30 to 40 percent the first year and about
Dooms, Pat Jones, plus a chorus of 35
12 percent each following year.
voices.
Many readers have told us that utility
Rudolph Howard, bass-baritone, and
costs in mobile homes ran nearly as
Leonard Barton, trombonist, will be
high as utility costs in their previous
presented in a student recital at the
houses.
Fine Arts Recital Hall, Murray State
Your mobile home can be Moved, but
College, tomorrow night.
it can be expensive and it must be
moved by a company licensed and
specialized in such moving. You can
estimate 75 cents to $1.00 per mile but
rarely under $100 for even a short
distance such as 5 miles.
The average rent in a mobile home
park is from $40 to $75 per month. Such
parks usually make available a lot 25 to
30 feet wide and 75 feet deep. If you
intend to place a mobile home on your
own land or a piece of land you are
buying, be sure to check zoning laws
first.
We suggest Woodalls Park DirectorMobile Homes (write to Woodalls, 500
Hyacinth Place, Highland Park, Ill.
60035t Woodalls grades parks on their
accommodations and conveniences.
When looking over a park, consider
one with wide streets, large lots, a
Sarah, a beautiful black and white
curfew on kids and noise, modern
female cat, huddles uncertainly in a
laundry equipment, good utilities,
corner of the Animal Shelter wondering
maintenance, and sewage
if the latest visitor might take her
Before you rush out and spend
home. After an affectionate pat on the
several thousand dollars, weigh high
back, she warms up quickly and would
depreciation, lack of space, small size
make a fine companion for child or
of living area and proximity to neighadult. Her symmetrical markinga
bors against mobility (although costly),
make her an unusual striking cat. Sheis
relatively high standard of living, light
litter-trained. If you can give her a good
cleaning and work load, and comhome, please drop by the Animal
panionship.
Shelter soon (new hours: 9 to 12, Ito 4
Make your decision carefully. For
Mondays through Fridays; 10 to noon
more information, write to Mobile
on Saturdays; closed Sunday's). The
Home Manufacturers Association, 20 N.
shelter is located at 105 E. Sycamore
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.
Ex. Tel: 759-4141.
HEARTLINE: Is it true that
Other animals available at the Shelter
Medicare will pay for a kidney
include:
machine? — H.E.
Dogs
Anyone entitled to Medicare is
4 Half Doberman half Irish Setter
covered for any medically necessary
puppies.
durable medical equipment used in his
I Male part Collie pup (2 mos)
treatment, including.the right to buy a
I Male, 1 female part Chihuahuakidney machine when it is prescribed
Poodle-Dachshund (2 mos-cute!
by a doctor. Even if you are under the
2 Male, 1 female part Poodle (3 mos).
age of 65 and have permanent kidney
1 Male part Lab (adult).
failure requiring regular dialysis or a
I Male part Collie (adult).
kidney transplant, you may be eligible
ke:
1 Female part Husky (adult).
for Medicare coverage if:
1 Female Benji-type (adult).
1. You*have worked enough under
1 Male mixed breed pup (10 wks.).
Social Security to qualify: or
1 Female part hound (4 mos).
2. You are the husband, wife, or
2 Female part Poodle (7 mos).
dependent child of someone who is
1 Female part Poodle (adult).
insured under Social Security or who
I Male part Shepherd (4 mos).
already receives Social Security
3 Part Poodle puppies
benefits.
Cats
For a complete explanation of the
e.
1 Male gray tiger (adult).
coverages provided by Medicare, send
1 Male white with gray spot (adult).
$1.75 to Heartline's Guide to Medicare,
1 Female blue-gray (7 mos).
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
1 Female calico (6 mos).
Ohio 45381. Please allow six weeks for
2 Female black & white (5 MOS., f
/
delivery.
adult).

soon
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Nursing Home
Considered 'Stable'

CASINO NIGHT — Marsha Vemot, vice president of the Gamma Gamma chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi, is shown selling a ticket to the first annual Casino Night to Bill kopperud, while Ted Delaney, president of the Jaycees looks on. The event, co-sponsored
by the two clubs, will begin at 8 p.m. Saturday, March 17, at the Jaycee Civic Center.
Tickets are 5350 and may be purchased at Chuck's Music Center, Sunset Boulevard or
from members of both organizations.
Staff Photo By Debbie Si. Lee

HOPKINSVILLE Ky.(API
— The Pennyrile Manor
Nursing Home now is considered to be in "stable condition,"
and
biweekly
monitoring of it will soon
cease, say state Department
of Human Resources officials.
State
officials
have
monitored the facility since
financial difficulties caused
food and supply shortages at
the nursing home earlier this
year.
Joan
Riehm,
spokeswoman for Human
Resources Secretary Peter
Conn, said conditions at the
nursing home have improved
and the biweekly monitoring,
conducted since January,is no
longer necessary.
However, she said the home
will be inspected on a routine
basis with other nursing
homes.

Storey s

FOOD
GIANT'
ciao 51c On%

Bel Air Center
Limit Rights Reserved

COFFEE
Maxwell House
or
Folgers

Prices
Good
March 14
Thru
March 20

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter returned to a
welcome
today,
•;:: hero's
bringing as the bounty of his
summit
an
shuttling
agreement by Egyptian and

Israeli leaders to accept
compromise peace terms and
their pledge to push for final
approval of a treaty.
"I believe that God has
answered our prayers,"
Carter said.
• -

MICHELSON'S
emeipia
LADIES'
CLUSTERS
61 2 OFF
/3TO /
MEN'S
CLUSTERS

25%w50%
OFF
LADIES' SOLITAIRES
•
0% To50%
PENDANTS and
EARRINGS
Your Choice

30% OFF

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Army's top military and
civilian leaders are sparring
over whether to bring back the
draft and let Uncle Sam call
up as many as 100,000 recruits
each year for mandatory
training and standby duty.
The dispute erupted Tuesday
fter a surprise call by Gen.
Bernard W. Rogers, the
Army's chief of staff, for
immediately instituting a
limited version of the draft.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter has won
Senate and House approval of
his new Taiwan policy, but
ith compromise language
inting that the United States
'ght come to Taiwan's•aid If
Peking tries to take the island
by force. The Senate approved
a bill implementing Carter's
new policy 90-6 Tuesday and
the House approved a similar
measure 345-5. A single bill
must now be worked out for
Congress' final approval. That
could come next week at the
earliest.
INTERNATION4L
JERUSALEM (API — The
Israeli
Cabinet
and
Parliament today appeared
certain to approve the latest
terms for peace with Egypt
despite bitter opposition.„
Begin and his Cabinet met
today to take up the treaty
clauses President Carter
mediated to resolve the last
two
issues
blocking
agreement with Egypt. The
prime minister said Cabinet
pproval and endorsement

next week by the Knesset
(Parliament) could result in
the signing of the treaty as
early as next week.

These Items SpeciaNy Priced
on Display Only

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Fighting in the VietnamChina border war wound down
today, intelligence officials in
Bangkok reported, but the
propaganda battle escalated
with
Vietnam accusing
Chinese troops of butchering
children and raping women.

1 1.b.
Can

MONTREAL (AP) —
Margaret
Trudeau's
autobiography is a publishing
blockbuster a month before It
goes on sale and the prime
minister's estranged wife is
expected to make more than
$1- million. - Michael -Baxen--dale, vice president of
Optimum Publishing Co, said
Tuesday.
He said his firm already has
orders for "well over 20,000
copies" of the $12.95 hardcover version, four times the
level considered by Canadian
standards to be a best seller.

By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
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FASHION
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
rmy's top military and
ivilian leaders are sparring
ver whether to bring back the
raft and let Uncle Sam call
p as many as 100,000 recruits
ach year for mandatory
raining and standby duty.
erupted
The
dispute
uesday after a surprise call
by Gen. Bernard W. Rogers,
the Army's chief of staff, for
immediately instituting a
limited version of the draft.
He proposed a lottery
system for picking recruits
and said the country must be
willing to prosecute draft
evaders.
Uniformed leaders of the
Air Force,Navy and Marines,
although not specifically
endorsing Rogers' proposal,
predicted that a draft is likely,
if not inevitable. They were
unanimous in urging renewal
of a system requiring young
people to register for possible
service.
Within two hours of Rogers'
recommendation, made to a
congressional subcommittee,
his civilian boss distributed a
statement
saying
the
general's plan clasheS with
official Army policy.
Army Secretary Clifford
Alexander said, "To enact a
draft, I believe, would be
unnecessary, unfair and
counterproductive to the best
interests of the Army." He
said there is no need now for a
draft of any kind — including
the one proposed by Rogers.
The disagreement between
the two Pentagon officials
probably will spread to
Congress, where the debate so
far has focused on plans for
military registration — which

49C

Kraft 1000 isle

(Limit One)

Dressing

SALAD

8 oz

Kraft Catalina

Lad

Dressing

8 oz

59'
65c

DRES INGScC
Kraft Blue Chews.

Dressing

BBC

69'

8 oz.

Bush's Great Northern

Beans
Bush's
Beans

15 oz.

3/88'

Chili Hot

NATIONAL
MODESTO, Calif. (AP) —
Mike Prokes, 31, the former
TV reporter who spoke for Jim
Jones during the halcyon days
of the Peoples Temple, has
followed his leader into death,
shooting himself in the head
moments after defending the
Jonestown suicides at a news
conference.
Prokes then walked out of a
motel meeting room into an
adjacent bathroom, witnesses
said, and they heard a single
shot ring out.

would fall short of a draft.
Registration bills have been
proposed in both houses of
Congress, and legislation for a
limited draft is pending in the
House.
Rogers, the Army's top
person in uniform, made his
proposal to the Senate Armed
Services manpower subcommittee, which is investigating
widely
acknowledged problems in
mobilizing the nation's
military for an emergency.
Although active-duty forces
have fallen short of their
recruiting goals this year, the
biggest problem is in the
reserves, and particularly the
individual ready reserve —
the manpower pool chiefly for
use as replacements for
wartime
battlefield
casualties.
Rogers said the individual
ready reserve is 500,000 people
short of its 700,000 authorized
strength.

Library Tax
GRAYSON, Ky.( AP)--The
Carter County Library Board
has almost half the signatures
it needs on a petition to seek
financing through a county
tax.
Board Chairman Robert
Caummisar said Tuesday
between 700 and 800 names
have been verified and the
board has 90 days in which to
obtain 1,700 names.
Then it can ask Carter
Fiscal Court to approve a fourcent library tax.
Libraries at Grayson and
Olive Hill and a bookmobile
have been subsidized by the
state for two years, but this
arrangement will end next fall
unless county financing is
approved.

15 oz

Bush's

32 Oz.

Beans

.fr
ri

15 oz.

Hunts

Coronet Delta

Catsup

PAPER TOWELS

2/99c

Army's Leaders Spar Over
hether To Bring Back Draft
•
•

/
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i
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Crisco

Instant
Coffee
Wrapped
Singles
Biscuits

Shortening
Saltine
Crackers
Corn
Meal

Kraft
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$129

Save 60° On One
1 Lb.
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Sealtest Light N' Lively

Ice Milk
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Y
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"
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Ice Cream Bar
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We Accept U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps
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Lakers Take First Region Championship

Mimi Winchester does the boners, and the scoreboard tells the
rest: a 66-60 triumph for Calloway County over Rte-rshati County

for the First Region chempionsbip.
Staif Photos by Tony Wilson

A Team Redeemed
Calloway's Play Dispelled Two-Player Theory
There was no better time for night on the bench in foul
the Calloway County girls trouble. Stephanie Wyatt,
basketball team to prove it Melissa Miller, Dawn Redden
was more than a two-player
team, and, in winning the
First Region title last night,
the Lakers did just that.
Not that the two who did
most of the scoring for the
Lakers this season — Mina
Todd and Rose Ross —
weren't around during the
post-season classics.
But the play of the rest of the
silenced
critics'
squad
remarks that Calloway would
Tony Wilson
be no threat without the pair
and their combined 37-point
Sports Editor
scoring average.
It started to show during
Calloway's crucial 60-52
victory over Murray High in and Kim Willie combined for
the district tournament that 22 rebounds, an important
assured the Lakers of a berth factor in the Lakers' blitzing
the Tigers 21-9 in the final
in the regional.
Todd spent much of the period.

And it continued in
Calloway's first two triumphs
in the regional event. Amid a
loaded upper-bracket draw, it
would have been diffcult to
match the Lakers' with
tougher opponents.
Against Heath, 21-4, the
Lakers fought for their lives,
especially in the first half.
With Only two seconds left in
the - second quarter andCalloway leading 17-16, guard
Mimi Winchester tossed in a
30-foot bomb to give her team
a more comfortable threepoint lead on which to lean.
The Lakers eventually won
that one 45-36.
Next came Lowes, certainly
the region's hottest club at
that point. After dropping
their season opener to Ballard
County, the defending region
champions had won 23

Calloway's Dawn Redden (left) leaps for a relieved with Marshall Gaiety's &where Feliglest
during lost night's First Region chenipienship genie. The Leiters won 66-60 for the title.

straight prior to the
e matchup anything about that," Hewitt
said. "If none of the coaches
with Calloway Monday.
This time it was center had any problems, I would
Stephanie Wyatt who played assume they would want it
an important role. Todd and t.back here."
Ross combined for 36 points,
but Wyatt grabbed 12
rebounds to help the Lakers
Murray State's Johnny
top the rugged Blue Devils 60Reagan began his 22nd year as
in that department.
Calloway beat Lowes 53-45, baseball coach today. His
setting the stage for the Thoroughbreds opened their
Fourth District rematch in the season with a doubleheader at
Memphis State.
final.
Beginning this season, each
Todd put on an amazing
show against the Marshals, Ohio Valley Conference school
hitting from anywhere and will play every other league
everywhere for 31 points in the member four times in home66-60 triumph. But Marshall and-away doubleheaders. The
County coach Donna Perry top four finishers will play a
round-robin
was most surprised by the post-season,
event to determine the league
play of Winchester.
-We knew Todd and Ross champion and the OVC's
(13 points) would score," she representative in the NCAA
said. "But we didn't expect Tournament.
For the past few years, the
that from Winchester." The 53 senior hit 5-of-6 long-range conference had been divided
shots and was the cog in the into an Eastern and Western
tough zone defenses the division, with the winner in
Lakers threw at the Marshals. each playing a best-of-threeAll teams dream of doing it, games series to determine the
but the Lakers accomplished league champ.
"It's (the change) a good
the feat: playing their best
when it counts. Calloway's idea," Reagan said recently,
three games of emotional and "if the weather doesn't play
intense play backed up a too big a factor. "We did the
statement by Laker coach same thing a few years ago
Marianne Davis after her and ended up not playing a lot
squad fell to Marshall County of them."
in the district finale.
The Racers open OVC play
''We'll be back in the March 31 at home against
regional," Davis said. "This is Eastern Kentucky.
a good team. We'll be back."
The schedule and roster are
listed on page 10-A in Glance.

Girls First Region tournament director Buddy Hewitt
said that attendance figures at
the four-session event, held for
the first time in the Sports
Arena, were very close to
those at Mayfield last year.
For the past four years, the
event had been held at
Mayfield High School.
According to the number of
tickets sold, these are the paid
attendance figures: First
night: 1,226; second night,
798; third night, 1,821; last
night, 2,027.
The low count for the second
night can be attributed to only
one school — Marshall County
— being relatively close to the
tournament site. In addition,
Wingo and St. Mary, the two
losers on that night, had losing
records and weren't given
much chance of advancing.
"We had no problems
whatsoever," Hewitt said.
"The mechanics with the boys
district and regional tournament were already set up so
well, all I did was follow
what's been done in the past."
And what of future tournaments? "I don't know

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
A tearful Marshall County coach Donna
Perry was asked what her team tried to do to
stop Mina Todd. "What didn't we do?," she
said. "We tried everything, but nothing
worked"
Indeed. Todd hit from the inside, the outside
and everywhere between in scoring 31 points
to propel the Calloway County girls to a 06-60
triumph over the Marshals for the First
Region basketball title last night in the MSU
Sports Arena.
The victory enables the Lakers to advance
to state tournament play in Richmond's
Alumni Coliseum, where they will face
Oldham County, the 8th Region champion,
March 22.
"We did just what we wanted," said.Laker
coach Marianne Davis. "We got ahead and
made them play catchup." There were other
factors, too.
One was Calloway's shooting — a blistering
,57 percent — that enabled It to trail only once,
2-0, during the game. Mimi Winchester
quickly remedied that with a 15-footer, and
Todd follwed with a basket to put Calloway on
top for good.
Just as she had done against Lowes (19
points) Monday night, Todd enjoyed a
tremendous first half. She hit 9-of-14 shots for
18 points as the Lakers led 35-26.
But unlike Monday night, when she was
limited to two baskets over the final two
quarters, Todd continued to pour it on,
picking up five more field goals and three free
throws.
"Mina was finally ready for this tournament," said Davis. "She didn't really have
a good district tournament, and I think that
made her really want to do well in this one."
Davis, in her final season as Calloway
coach, pointed to team play as the real key,
despite Todd's performance. "It's amazing
she scored so many points, because she was
taking good shots and making good passes,"
she said.
Senior guard Rose Ross scored 13 points,
but the limelight also shone on Winchester,
Ross' mate at guard. She tossed in a seasonhigh 11 points, and all five of her field goals
were from 15 feet or better.
"She made us go," Davis said of Winchester."We played a great 1-3-1 and 2-3 zone
defense, but Mimi really keyed it by popping
in and out on their guards."
The Lakers added to their nine-point
halftime edge, promptly scoring the first six
points of the third period for a 39-26 advantage.
Two minutes later, Todd swished a 12footer, and the Lakers owned their biggest

lead, 43-28 with 5:03 left. Marshall County
used a flurry to close within five points a few
minutes later at 4944, but Todd's 10 points
and seven points off free throws by the Leiters
thereafter spoiled' any Marshal comeback
hopes.
"Our press started forcing them to make
turnovers late," said Perry. "But we couldn't
take advantage of them. The shots just
wouldn't fall."
Marshall County hit 25-of-65 attempts — 39
percent — but outrebounded the Lakers 40-37.
Jill Bennett led the Marshals with 21 points
and also grabbed 10 rebounds to tie Todd and
trail only teammate Julie Lawrence for
honors in that department.
Lori Barrett, the baseline bomber who had
scored 19 points in the Marshals' 50-48
semifinal victory over Carlisle County, added
12 points to support Bennett's effort.
A breathless Davis, fresh from being
hoisted by fans to contribute to the
ceremonial net-cutting, was critical of any
attempts to label Monday's 53-45 sernifinak
victory over Lowes as one accomplished
because Lowes played badly.
"Someone told me the paper said Lowes
had to be off for us to win," Davis said. "But I
can tell you this: We can beat anyone, and it
doesn't take an off night for the other team for
us to do it.
"The key. for us was wanting it bad
enough," Davis added. "The whole season
has been a buildup for this moment, and tu,
win it as a team is wonderful."
The region title was the first for a Laker
team, boys or girls, in the history of the
school. "I don't even know who we play yet
(in the state)," Davis said. "But we'll give.,
them a fight if we keep playing this well."
In winning, the Lakers evened their serie*.
with the Marshals at two games apiece and
avenged the 51-48 loss in the Fourth District
final.

Region ChampsI
CALLOWAY COUNTY 66
fs-a ft-a rb pf tp
Mina Todd
14-33 3-5 10 4 31
4-7
5-6 0 3 13
Ftose Baas
Mlua Winchester 54
1-3 2 0 11
Mama Miller
2-2
0-1 3 3 4
Kim Willie
1-2
1-2 3 0 3
Dawn Redden
14
0-1 3 3 2
Ste= Wyatt 1-3
0-2 6 1 2
2649 10-22 37 14 06
NIARSNALl COUNTY NI
Jai Bennett
9-21
3-3 10 2 21
Loci Barrett
6-11
0-1 7 4 12
Barbara Faugbn 3-7
34 6 2 9
Robin Dunnigan 2-5
4-4 1 4 1
Dannetta Cotbrin3-16 0-0 0 5 6
Julie Lawrence 2-4
0-0 11 2 4
25-65 10-14 40 19 60
Totals
um
Call
=
19 16 12 19 - 66
16 10 526 - 60

MSU Women Netters Win Again
LAKELAND, Fla. — The
Murray State women's tennis
team made it four in a row
Tuesday by whipping Florida
Southern 6-3. The Racers,
unbeaten in their four matches, face the University of
Houston and Central Florida
Community College in Ocala
today.

Karen Weis lost her first
match at No. 1 singles, falling
to Betsy Hendenberger, 6-1, 64. Bitsy Ritt won at No. 2,
defeating Kerrie Mann 6-4,63, but Southern's Kathy
Cramer stopped Lynn Martin
4-6,6-3,6-3, at No. 3.
Anne Ress, Yvonna Utley
and Becky Jones all won at

,v•
No.'s 4, 5 and 6, respectively
for Murray.
Ress stopped Beth Darby,36, 6-4, 7-6 (5-3); Utley host_
Julie Johnson,6-4,5-7,6-2;
Jones
defeated
Wendy
Church,6-3,6-1.
At No. 1 doubles, Weis-Ftitt
stopped Hendenberger-Mann
by default.

Confused Over Savings
Interest Rates?
Just Remember

Security Federal
Pays The Highest Allowed By Law

Security Federal
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Boys State Tournament
Begins Today;Layfayette
Takes On Grant County
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By the Associated Press
Bobby Bonds, who reported
to the Cleveland Indians only
last week,seems to be making
up for lost time.
The slugging outfielder, who
was reluctant to join the
Indians after being traded for
the fifth time in six years, had
three hits and three runs
batted in — including the tying
and winning hits — Tuesday
as the Indians beat the
Milwaukee Brewers 10-9 in 12
innings.
And, says Cleveland's Len
Barker, "You ain't seen
nothing yet."
The 32-year-old Bonds is
being used as a designated
litter while he catches up with
the rest of the club in conditioning. He cracked a twoout, 10th-inning single to tie
the game 9-9 and added a 420foot homer to win the game in
the 12th.
That capped the day for the
Indians, who trailed 8-1 after
five innings but pulled even on
Paul Dade's two-out single in
the ninth.
"Those first few innings
were like a circus," said
Cleveland Manager Jeff
Torborg. "I didn't like that,
but winning makes you feel
better."
So did the hitting by Bonds,
who will be the Indians' right
fielder on opening day.
"He's still getting his timing
down and it's going to take
just a bit longer," said Torborg. "He's awesome. He hit a
high fly to center in the third
Inning and came back to the
bench shaking his head. He
said, 'I should have hit that
one out,' but he doesn't quite
have his timing yet."
And watch out when he gets
it, says Barker.
"There's no question he can
do it all." says Barker, a

pitcher who — like Bonds —
was traded to Cleveland this
winter. -Just wait."
The New York Yankees are
still waiting for their first
preseason victory. They
dropped a 10-inning, 3-2
decision to the Texas Rangers
and are 0-6 — the only teanun
still winless in major league
baseball.
In the other games, the San
Francisco Giants outscored
the Chicago Cubs 12-9, the
California Angels whipped the
Seattle Mariners 11-3, the San
Diego Padres bested the
Oakland A's 6-4, the Chicago
White SOS trimmed the
Kansas City Royals 5-4, and
the Toronto Blue Jays topped
the Minnesota Twins 4-1.
Elsewhere, the, Montreal
Expos edged the Boston Red
Sox 5-4 in 10 innings, the Los
Angeles Dodgers defeated the
Cincinnati Reds 3-1, the St.
Louis Cardinals nipped the
Philadelphia Phillies 7-6, the
Detroit Tigers beat the
Houston Astros 3-2 in 11 innings and the Atlanta Braves
beat the Baltimore Orioles 4-2.
The New York Mets and
Pittsburgh Pirates tied 3-3 in
11 innings.
Darrell Evans, Art Gardner, Jim Dwyer and Rich
Murray drove in two runs
each as San Francisco took an
11-0 lead, then held off the
Cubs.
Rick Miller had three hits
and three others — including
Rod Carew — added two each
as California crushed Seattle.
Carew is batting .467.
Meanwhile, San Diego's
Ozzie Snlith raised his
average to .571 with three hits
and three RBI as the Padres
beat Oakland.
The White Sox got two ninthinning runs on five hits off
Kansas City reliever Al

Hrabosky and beat the Royals Boston.
the Phillies.
5-4.*
Steve Garvey cracked three
Rookie outfielder Lynn
Dave McKay's bases- consecutive singles and Don Jones hit an 11th-inning double
loaded, two-out single in the Sutton pitched six strong off the left-field wall to score
fourth inning carried Toronto innings to help Los Angeles Milt May from first base and
past Minnesota.
down Cincinnati.
give Detroit its victory over
A 10th-inning single by
Ted Simmons and Dane lorg Houston.
Jerry Fry scored Tony Ber- drove in two runs each in the
Barry Bonnell's three-run
nazard from second base and five-run St. Louis fifth inning homer powered Atlanta past
gave Montreal its victory over that helped the Cardinals clip Baltimore.
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round action features No. 6
Harrison County — at 31-3 one
of three teams in the field with
more victories than the
previous state tournament
record of 30 — facing No. 8
Mayfield; rookie Louisville
Westport playing Ft. Thomas
Highlands and No. 5 Virgie
taking on No. 4 Christian
County.
Today's spotlight was
focused on a clash between
Lafayette — which headed the
polls all season — and
unheralded Grant County,
which cracked the top ten late
in the year.
Lafayette, whose only loss
came in the 43rd-District final
against Lexington Tates
Creek, features three AP allstaters — • first team guard
Dirk Minniefield, second team
guard Junior Johnson and
second team forward Tony
Wilson.
Grant
County, which
avenged its only loss of the
season with a one point win
over Eminence in the 6th
Region tournament, has a
balanced attack led by guard
Steve Howe.
While Lafayette coach Jock
Sutherland, who has taken
Gallatin County, Harrison

victory.
Loughery, meanwhile, did
what he does best as coach of
the New Jersey Nets. He got
two more technical fouls —
that's 38 this season — ran
onto the court to get at referee
Bernie Fryer and got run out
of yet another game.
And the Chicago Bulls,
trailing by as many as 17
points, caught the Nets and
beat them 105-102.
In the rest of the NBA it was
Indiana 122, Detroit 120 in
overtime; Portland 103,
Atlanta 82; Washington 120,
Los Angeles 111, and Phoenix
124, Cleveland 120.
Bulls 105, Nets 102
Arts Gilmore and Reggie
Theus scored 18 points apiece
and had the key baskets in the
closing minutes that propelled
the Bulls past New Jersey.

Super Bowl Will Be
North During 1982
Post-Season Classic

Wayne was a star tackle at
the University of Southern
California.

Melissa Millar didn't need a ladder to cut down the nets lost night. Sim signals
to the crowd after
Calloway County won the First Region title
Lucky Seven
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
M.F.A. Insurance
M.P.A. Inetrance
aner
lEAM GAME(NC)
M.F.A. Insurance
M.F.A. Insurance
East Y Grocei y
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
M.F.A. Insurance
Shoemaker Seed Co.
FAA Y
veer y
HIGH TEAM SERIES(NC)
M F.A. Insurance
Shoemaker Seed o.
Grocery CV
East HIGHIND. GAME(SC)
Lees Smith
Mary Harris
Loie Smith
HIGH IND.GAMS(Rc)
Mary Harris
1.01S SMath
Annette Hamlin.
HIGH IND.SEMI:S(11C)
Smith
Jane Parks
Mary Harris
HIGH IND.SERIES(NC)
Jane Parts
Lois Smith
Mary Harris
HIGH AVERAGES

Ashland and Owensboro,the
other two veterans of the 16team field, clash in Thursday's first game. Other first

By the Associated Press
There is a method to Red
Holzman's madness. With
Kevin Loughery, it seems to
be the other way around.
Holzman, coach of the New
York Knicks, has torn his
team apart and put it back
together again this year,
trying to reshape it into the
kind of squad which won two
National
Basketball
Association
championships
during his first tenure as
coach.
For a while Tuesday night,
Holzman couldn't convey his
concept of organization to his
Knicks. In the third period, the
New Orleans Jazz, the worst
team in the NBA, sliced New
York's lead from 24 to six
points. But when they did put
it together in the fourth
period, they ran off to a 104-91

Wayne To Be Inducted
Into Sports Hall Of Fame
SALISBURY, N.C. (AP) —
Movie star John Wayne will be
inducted into the National
Sports Writers and Sportscasters Hall of Fame next
month at the group's annual
meeting.
Wayne's son, Patrick, will
accept the award for his ailing
father, and comedian Bob
Hope will preside over the
ceremonies April 9, in Keppel
Auditorium on the Catawba
College campus.
Wayne is being honored
because of his patriotism,
contributions to the entertainment world and outstanding football career at the
University
of Southern
California, according to Dr.
Ed McKenzie of Salisbury.
NSSA president.
Wayne is the first inductee
in the latter category because
no winner was named last
year.

By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON
—
The
opening round of the boys
state high school basketball
tournament this afternoon
found a newcomer squared off
against a veteran in Rupp
Arena.
Pulaski County made its
first trip to the "Sweet Sixteen" from the 12th Region.
The team's first opponent was
Hazard, whose 24th appearance in the tournament
ranks only behind Owensboro's 2$ visits and Ashland's
25.
Warren East, No. 3 in the
final
Associated
Press
rankings, took In another
state tournament newcomer,
Louisville DeSales, in the
second game of this afternoon's doubleheader in the
23,500-seat arena.
Clay County and Caverns
open tonight's action, followed
by a battle between Kentucky's two winningest high
school basketball teams — No.
1 ranked Lexington Lafayette
(32-1) and No. 9 Grant County

By BOB GREEN
• AP Golf Writer
MIAMI — Some problems
for Jack Nicklaus have been
turned into a boost for the
$250,000 Doral-Eastern Open
golf tournament.
Nicklaus' game hasn't come
back as well as he wanted it to
following a long layoff over
the winter.
"It needs more work," he
said after disappointing
performances in the Bay Hill
and Inverrary Classics the
last two weeks. "I'm a little
bit behind schedule."
So the game's top performer
and greatest gate attraction,
who had planned to skip this
tournament, filed a late entry
for the Doral event that gets
under way Thursday on the

7,065-yard Blue Monster
course at the Dotal Country
Club.
His entry is a decided
departure from the norm for
Nicklaus. With two consecutive tournaments behind
him and with a firm commitment to play in next week's
Tournament
Players
Championship, he'll be
playing four tournaments in a
row — the first time he's done
so since his earliest years on
the tour.
"I said all along I'd play
what's necessary for me to
play in order to be ready for
the majors," Nicklaus said.
"I'd set up my schedule this
way in advance, leaving the
weeks of DorAl and Heritage
open with the idea that III felt

I needed the work, needed the
competition, I could add them
to the schedule
"I'm not playing all that
badly, but I'm not scoring.I'M
just not as sharp as I should be
at this time. I need more work.
So I added Doral."
.The sponsors, of course, are
delighted. The other pros in
the field of 144 are less enchanted.
With the addition of
Nicklaus, they're suddenly
facing the game's premier
player who has a history of
playing some of his best golf in
this tournament on this
course.

He's won twice and has been
second three times, including
last year when he lost to Tom
Weiskopf by a single stroke.

By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
HONOLULU — The sun belt
no longer holds exclusive
possession of football's Super
Bowl after the decision of
National Football League
owners to send their premier
game to the Silverdome in
Pontiac, Mich., on Jan. 24,
1982.
It came as no surprise that
the 1981 game will be held in
New Orleans on Jan. 25,
marking the fifth time the
Super Bowl has gone to the
Louisiana city.
The owners awarded the
Jan. 30, 1983 game to
Pasadena's Rose Bowl in
California, which also holds
the 1980 contest next Jan 20,
The league also gave strong
support to Max Winter,
president of the Minnesota
Vikings, in his battle to gain
improved stadium conditions,
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
gave strong indications that
Winter would be given permission to move the franchise
if the situation "became intolerable."
Michigan Governor William
G. Milliken headed the
delegation boosting Pontiac
and the mayor of that city,
Wallace A. Holland. and
Detroit Mayor Coleman A.
Young also made presentations.
The granting of the 1982
Super Bowl to Pontiac opened
the way for other northern
cities and Harty Kruger of the
unsuccessful Seattle group
said, "We are very encouraged by the action
favoring Pontiac. By 1984,
we'll have our housing
situatiop well in hand."

New Orleans gets the 1981
game, the 15th in the series
which has been limited
previously to Miami,Southern
California, Houston and New
Orleans.
The decision on sites for the
next three Super Bowls cut out
Miami, which held the 1979
game. Joe Robbie, managing
general partner of the Maimi
Dolphins who is having a
conflict with the Orange Bowl
over contracts, did not endorse the Miami bid for one of
the next three dates.
Rozelle said there was no
commitment that a certain
number of Super Bowls would
be held in the Rose Bowl.

County and Lafayette to the
state tournament in the past,
is looking far his first state
titles the Gislipak have woa
Iour prriiipsehairapkinstups.
Pulaid County. 2-9, has
been overshadowed in recent
years by last year's regional
champion Somerset. The
Maroons of Coach David
Fraley are led by 6-foot-6
center Bass Thomas with a 20
point average and 6-3 forward
Bill Begley, at 19 points per
game.
Hazard, 20-9, one of four
former state champs in the
field, is a young team built
around junior center Dickie
Alexander.
Warren East, 25-4, has
dominated the 3rd Region in
recent years, while DeSales
finally won a trip from the 6th
Region by beating nemesis
Louisville Central.
Clay County has been even
more dominating in the 13th
Region, making its 14th appearance and sixth in the last•
seven years from the:
mountains.
Caverna, meanwhile, has
not been to the tournament in
26 years but has fashioned an
impressive 26-4 record this
year.

With the Nets up 102-99,
Gilmore stuffed in an alleyoop pass from 011ie Johnson,-;
then Theus whirled 180
degrees and heaved in a
rainbow shot to put Chicago on
top to stay.
Pacers 12i, Pistons 120
Guard Johnny Davis faked
Detroit's Earl Tatum out of
his socks and hit a desperation
basket from the top of the key with one second left in overtime to give Indiana its victory. The Pacers, winning for
the fourth straight time, were
led by Ricky Sobers' 24 points.
Davis finished with 23. M.L.
Carr had 33 for Detroit.
•
Blazers 103, Hawks 82 •
r
Portland ran away from the
Hawks late in the second
period, built a 51-35 halftime
lead and breezed to the victory
that halted Atlanta's ninegame winning streak. Mychal
Thompson's 19 points and
Maurice Lucas' 16 led the
Trail Blazers to their fifth
victory in six games. Wayne
Rollins scored 14 points for
Atlanta.
Bullets 120, Lakers 111
Bob Dandridge scored 22 of
his 30 points in the second half
to carry Washington, the
winningest team in the NBA,
past the Lakers.
Los Angeles suffered its
fourth straight setback and
fell one game behind firstplace Seattle in the Pacific
Division. Adrian Dantley
scored 28 points for the
Lakers. Kareem AbdulJabbar
was held to 17 by Wes Unseld.
Suns 124, Cavaliers,L20
Walter Davis' 36 points and
Paul Westphal's 32 helped
Phoenix edge the Cavaliers,
who got a career-high 41
points from Campy Russell.
The Suns led by a basket
with less than half a minute to
play but the Cavs had the ball
with a chance to tie it — before
Elmore Smith was called for
traveling.

TUESDAY, APRIL 3 - 7:30 PM
MURR
AY STATE FIELDHOUSE
admission r

ed 54.00 (children 124 undn, Tol 00)
a.a. $5.00 (children 12 & under S3
00)
On sale: Murray Peoples Bank (Downtown
). Bank of
Murray (Downtown) and Dennison
Hunt Sporting Goods
Bank of Benton(Benton). Gatlin.•Music
Center
(Paducah). Sullivan's Drug Store (Par)s)
and
Hunt's Athletic'Supply (Mayfield)
INFORMATION: Murray) 7463-$355

or
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John's No Bird
But His Friend Is, And Major Leaguers
Are Excited About College Basketball
' FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
— Ball players in spring
training camps are following
the NCAA basketball playoffs
with the keen interest nor1s3ally reserved for the stock
)iparket ticker, but none more
:lividly than the Yankees'
A'ommy John.
• The rangy ex-Dodger with
The bionic left arm has a
legitimate rooting interest in
the nation's No. 1 team, unbeaten Indiana State.
It's his alma mater. Terre
Haute, Ind., is his home town.
His parents, plus a rash of
uncles, aunts and cousins all
still live there. Indiana State's
All-America star, Larry Bird,
is a golfing companion and one

of his closest friends.
"Larry is coming down to
camp after the playoffs are
over — I hope to goodness the
Sycamores are in the finals,"
John said during a respite in
the Yankee locker room. -He
loves baseball. He's corning
down to watch and we're going
to play a little golf with Bob
Toski."
Talk
of the college
basketball showdown has
baseball
saturated .the
training scene.
Pete Rose is upset because
the , Phillies'• exhibition
schedule may force him to
miss the NCAA finals on TV.
was
Almost everybody
shocked by the defeat of Duke

Evert Routs Teeguarden
BOSTON — Top-seeded
Chris Evert scored a 6-2, 6-2
opening-round victory over
Pam Teeguarden while
fourth-seeded Wendy Turnbull
took a 6-3, 6-2 victory over
Diane Desfor in the second
day of opening matches in a
$150,000 women's tennis
tournament.
In other matches, Rosie
Casals defeated Jeanne
Duvall 6-3, 6-4; Australian

Kerry Reid beat Renee
Richards 6-2, 6-4; Linda Siegel
scored a 6-4, 6-2 victory over
Betsy
Collins;
Sandra
defeated Pat
Nagelsen
Medrado of Brazil 6-7,6-1, 6-1;
The
of
Stove
Betty
Netherlands beat Anne Smith
6-4, 6-1, and Terry Holladay
had to retire from her match
with Sue Barker of Britian due
to a cyst.

and North Carolina at the
hands of a couple of Eastern
teams, one of them — of all

1
t I
Will Grimsley
things — from the Ivy League.
Who's going to win the big
one — Notre Dame, UCLA,
Michigan State, Indiana
State?
"I still think the Atlantic
Coast Conference plays the
best basketball in the country," John said. "And there's
not a better coach anywhere
than Dean Smith at North
Carolina. I don't understand
it. They must have gotten
overconfident. But don't count
Indiana State out.
"A lot of people don't take
them seriously. They've still
got to prove themselves. So

you can bet they're going to be
fired up to the gills."
The newest of the Yankees'
free agent millionaires, whose
career was saved when a
tendon from his right arm was
sewn into a ruptured ligament
in his left elbow, has been
back home in Indiana since
signing with the world
champions last November.
"It's a little ironic. For
years, the merchants and
townspeople
didn't
do
anything for the team. A
friend of mine, an auto dealer
named Bob McClelland,
provided free cars and spent
thousands of dollars to help
the recruiting program.
"We had a little gym that
seated about 6,600. The
student section was filled. The
rest of place was nearly
empty.
-Now that Indiana State is
No. 1 and has the .best player
in the country in Larry Bird,
everybody's saying, "Our
team' and 'our man, Larry.'
They jumped on the band
wagon.
"Larry is not only a fine
player but a great guy —
modest, loyal, completely
honest. Anyone else would
have signed that big pro
contract a year ago."

Sports At A Glance
Baseball
Murray State Baseball Schedule
MARCH 14 at Memphis State; 17
Chicago Circle; 16 Chicago Circle; 19
Northwestern, Chicago Circle:- 20 Northwestern. Chicago Circle; 21 Northwestern, Chicago Circle, 22 Northwestern. Chicago Circle; 23 Northwestern. Iowa State; 24 Northwestern.
Iowa State: 25 Iowa State. 36 Chicago
Circle: 27 at Arkansas State; 26 Missoun.
29 Missouri, X Brown; 31 Eastern Kentucky
APRIL 1 Morehead, 2 North Dakota.
Brown; 3 North Dakota, Brown, 4 Austin
Peay. 7 at Tennessee Tech, B Memphis
State. 11 at Western Kentucky, 12
Arkansas State; 14 at Eastern Kentucky.
Ii at Morehead, 111 at Austin Peay, 21Middle Tennessee. 22 at Middle Tennessee. 25 Tennessee Tech: 27 at Southern
Illinois. 29 Western Kentucky
Ohio Valley Canference games
Murray State Baseball Roster
Fischer. -- Kevin Bourland„ jr,- Anna,
ill David Bradford. jr. Valparaiso. Ind..
Cliff Buechel. jr. Louisville; Kyle Byrd. fr.
Evansville. Ind., Mike Grieshaber, jr,
Festus. Mo.Doyle Miller. sr, Shelburn,
Ind . Mark Miller, or. Murray: Andy Rice,
elk, Evansville: Doug Rice, fr. Henderson;
:Mark Rogins. or. laogooter. Ind.. Clay
.7angibler. jr, Cape Girardeau, Mo
Clinchers — Tim Hopkins, so, .Evan; Kris Kusneske, or. Fredonia, N.Y
Oakley. ft. Murray; David Orson. ft.
4offersonville. Md.
; Mears'— Mark Bean, jr, Vienna. 111.
4arrell Boyd. fr, Princeton; Mike
Tallicchio. sr. Nutley, N.J., Robin
Courtney, sr. Evansville; Doran Perdue.
jr, Evansville: Steve Sencibaugti, or. 3
LOUIS: Bill Wagoner. or, Frankfort,
Outfielders — Tarn Fein. jr, Evansville;
Darrell Niswonger, or. Perryville. Mo ;
Tony Threatt, ir. Paducah; Greg Tooley.
R. Evansville.

Exhibition Baseball Scores
By The Antedated Press
Tuesday's Games
-Detrcit 3. Houston 2. 11 innings
St. Louis 7, Philadelphia 6
Loa Angers 3, Cincinnati 1
Montreal 5, Boston 4, 10 innings
New York (N) 3. Pittsburgh 3. tie, 11
innings
Toronto A. Minnesota 1
Texas 3. New York , A, 2, 10 innings
Chicago A; 5, Kansas City ( A1-4
Cleveland 10, Milwaukee 9. 12 innings
San Diego 6, Oakland 4
Seibu 2, Kansas City B 2. tie
California 11, Seattle 3
San Francisco 12, Chicago N • 9
Atlanta 4. Baltimore 2
Wednesday's Gooses
Hannon vs Minnesota at Orlando. Fla.
Texas at Atlanta at West Pain Beech,
Fla.
St.LOWS vs. Detroit at Lakeland. Fla.
Montreal vs. New York (N1 at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Philadelphia vs Pittsburgh at Bradenton, ma.
Toronto vs. Cincinnati at Tampa, Fla
Boston vs. Chicago r Alat Sarasota.
New York r A r vs Kansas CIty at
Ft.Myers, Fla.
San Diego vs Oakland at Scottsdale,
California vs. Seattle at Tempe, Art.
Cleveland vs. Chicago (NI at Mesa.
Arts.
San Francisco vs. Milwaukee at Sun
City, Artz.
Los Angeles vs. Baltimore at Miami.
)
Thursday's Games
St.loins vs. Mirmeaota at Orlando,. Fla.
Los Angeles vs. Texas at Pompano.
Fla.
Montreal vs Pittsburgh at Bradenton.
Fla.

Prep Basketball
Tuesday'Giiiarrames
Regional Tournaments
1st Region
Championship
(alloway Co 66 Marshall Co 60
2nd Region
Championship
West Hopkins 79 South Hopkins 55
3rd at Owensboro
Championship
Owensboro 66 Ohio Co 62
5th Region
Championship
Ft Knox 54 North Hardin 31.
9th Region
•
Championship
Oldham Co 57 Scott Co 31
9th Region
Championship
Campbell Co 66 Cov Holy Cross 59
1225 Region
Championship
Laurel Co 110 Lincoln Co 34
nth Region
Championship
Clay Co 51 Cawood 45
14th Region
Championship
Leslie Co 54 Knott Cent 52
15th Region
Championship
Pikeville 73 Sheldon Clark 70
16th Region
Championship
Boyd Co 56 Russell 50

Transactions
FOOTBALL
National netball League
PHIIADE LPHIA EAGLES— Named
1.ynn Stiles an administrative assistant
and tight end coach
Cambia Football League
TORONTO ARGONAUTS— Rehired
Cluck Dickerson, defensive line coach

NCAA Trail
Sondey's Greet
At Raleigh, N.C.
Penn 72, N Carolina 71
John's IS, Doke 78
Wean Reglemil
Saturday's Guam
At Blemaloglia
Toledo 74. Iowa 72
LOUL9i111111 St. 71,/*paws's* 57
11~ems*
At allarblediam, Teem
Michigan St. IS, Law it
Notre Dame 71, Tmamme 67
Waal Illogimal
Salordara Gum
At Dallos
Oklahoma 11, Texas 71
LoalavEne 0,s_ Alabama 118
Omalay's Cameo
At l.911919109,
Indians St. 111, Virginia Tech le
itrkanasa 74, Weber SI 66
Wait Regional
Solway's Gomm
At Timm Ara
San Franca:oak Brigham Young 11:3
Marquette X,Pacific 41
Sunday's Games
At Las A/16499
UCLA 76, Pepperdine 71
DePaui 0,Southern Cal 78
Replies' Seadllasis
Bad
Fellers Gimes
At Greembere, N.C.
Syracuse (114) vs. Peon 2241
Rutgers (224) vs. St. John's (21-10i
laimet
Friday's Gimes
At bellammils, lad.
Toledo (22-7) vs. ratre Dame (211-6
Louisiana St (as) vs Michigan St
1524 r

Calloway County coach Marianne Davis has e word with Mimi Wiediester during last night's 66-60 victory over Maiwisidl County.
Windiester scored a tuna-high 11 points to help the Leiters to their first regimes' title.

Staff Photos by Tony Wilson

Alabama,Purdue Not So Lucky
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — C.M. Newton
and his boys are tired. Lee
Rose, on the other hand, is
sick and tired.
Newton is the coach of
Alabama's basketball team, a
tired Crimson Tide that was
hoping for relief from the
National Invitation Tournament but got, instead, an
invitation to play one more
game before next Monday's
semifinals fh New York's
Madison Square Garden.
"We're very tired and obviously we would rather have
gotten a bye," Newton said.
"And our next choice would
have been to play in Bir-

mingham or Tuscaloosa."
Instead, in one of Thursday
night's quarter-finals to
whittle the NIT field to four
teams, Alabama will play
Texas A&M in Houston. In the
other game,Old Dominion will
play
Purdue in West
Lafayette,Ind.
Two other teams, Indiana.
and Ohio State, had their
names picked out of a hat
Tuesday and drew byes to the
semifinals. They'll play each
other after the winners of the
quarter-finals face each other.
The idea that Indiana and
Ohio State can sit back and
relax for nearly a week
doesn't sit well with Rose,

Purdue's coach.
"Can someone please explain to me the advantages of
being the Big Ten champion?"
he muttered after the 15thranked Boilermakers, the only
ranked team still in the NIT
MN,heard their fate.
Actually, Purdue shared the
Big Ten title with Michigan
State and Iowa, both of whom
were invited to play in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament, while
Purdue was passed over.
"And now," Rose said, "the
Big Ten's fourth-and fifthplace teams (Ohio State and
Indiana) get byes and we

don't."
The Boilermakers, an 84-7(
second-round winner ova
Dayton, have to start thinkini
about Old Dominion, whict
edged Clemson 61-59 in doubt(
overtime Monday night
Apparently Rose doesn't knoll
much about Purdue's next
opposition, except that "I dc
know it's a run-and-gun ball
club."
Purdue won its second.
round game on the strength of
center Joe Barry Carroll's 31
points. Alabama nosed out
Virginia 90-88 thanks to
Reginald "Mule" King's 43
points.

eswi*A"-

Spring
MASCO]
'''co-FaKs
Fever Sale
TRADE-IN YOUR OLD
VAC FOR THIS NEW

_4

Midwest
Tberway's Gooaes
At Clailmati
Louisville (24-7) vs. Arkansas 24.4;
Oklahoma (2341,5. Indiana St , 30-0,
West
Tkenday's Games
At Preys, Utak
Marquette (ZIA) vs. DePaul 173-6
San Francisco (2341 vs. UCLA 1244

129

Evevtehntriess

Regional Clampieesia
East
Sunday's Gases
At Greensboro, N.C.
Syracuse-Peon winner vs Rutgers-St
John's winner
Mideast
Sanders Games
At ladlaampollo,
Toledo-Notre Dame winner vs Lantana St -Michigan St winner

E.S.P. MODEL 2087
•Six position Dial-A-Nap has precise settings fOr maxi-

43)

Midwest
Ssturdays Games
At Claelma
laulsville-Artanies winner vs Okla
hams-Indians St winner
West
Smarday's Gaines
Al Preys, Utab
Marquette-DePaul winner vs San Francisco-UCLA winner

mum power on most carpets-even problem shags
•Powerful 6-amp motor for extra suction power
• All-metal Vibra-Groomer
•Top-filling dust bag and dual Edge Kleener. ien.sor-si

Use OTASCO Credit

National Somataah
*lamb 24
At Salt Labe Clay
NatWest Chomploadap
Month 18
At Salt Lake Cry

NBA Standings

Marshall County's Jill Bassett rips deem a relieved as Stephanie Wyatt (partially bidders) and
Melissa Miller (20) wirfcle. Bennett scored 21 points, but Calloway County took a 66-60 decision
for the First Region title last night-

Fasters Coefereare
Atiaatie Dream
W
L
Pet. GB
Washington
4 11
OM Philadelphia
X 31
530 10
New Jersey
33 33
500 12
New York
66 41
114 18
Boston
2240
394 19
Central Divides
San Antonio
41 X
612
Manta
2222
54
3
Homan
17 30
562
Cleveland
412 134
IS 40
Detroit
X 41
3116 15
New Ochre
11 46
rm 21
Western Conferrer.
Midwest Civilian
Kansas City
41 311
594
Denver
8733
521
410
3930
Indiana
1Z
Milwaukee
$ 39
135 11
Chicago
X 42
366
Nettle Division
Seattle
41 27
003 "
los AngeMs
40 30
563 I
rPhoerta
662$
546
1
37 33
San [Sego
S311
X 32
Portland
529
5
is is
Goldin State
43
Tuesday.
"Games
New York 104, New Orleans ri
wooliseke Ill/ Las Alma* lii
Clembaid 1111
111, Diane 111. OT
chooso-hli, New Jim* la
Portland lilt Anent' 111

=

Save $39.98
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

10 cu. ft.
Deluxe Refrigerator

eir—
np Minter
10 cu. ft. Chest Freezer

Microwave
Oven

Thin-wall foam insulation allows for
increased capacity in less floor space
Push button defrost, slide-out
shelves and full width fruit and vegetable crispers 106-I 84Y

Reg. $279.95. Compact cabinet, economical to operate Has sliding
basket and door lock hares

Save $31.08

Reg. $339.95. Has 1 3 Cu ft oven,
High/Low (Defrost) Power levels and
35 minute timer Glass door for easy
inspection during cooking 07.249 9,

$278

24887

29997

Friendly FolksFriendly Service

PRICES G000 THROUGH SATURDAY
AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS

Bel-Air Center — 753-8391

411

PA

•
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SOUTNSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-1 Sunday

NORTNSIDE
Mon.-Thurs 6-10
Fri. 6-12
6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

WE RESERVE THE

Prices Good
March 14
through
March 20

RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

REG. BAG, DRIP,
AUTO PERK,
ELECTRIC PERK
MUSSLEMAN

99c
99c

APPLESAUCE
ARMOUR

BEEF STEW
FRUIT DRINK
84-7t
ovei
hidt
ubk
Ight
know
next
"I dc
ball

KRAFT GRAPE

JELLY

2 LB.

KRAFT JET PUFF

T"

M'MALLOWS

noz. 311

ORANGE, NUPE,TANGERINE

KRAFT
MACARONI & CHEESE

OZ

55c

5/t

KRAFT VELVEETA
209

150L
CAN

FOLGER'S INSTANT

00
1
14
4
2 LB.

COFFEE
SYRUP

si 29

2001.

$119

UK.

ORANGE
JUICE

/
1
2GAL.

$1 29

PILLSBURY
PLAIN OR COUNTRY STYLE

BISCUIT

4 PACK ....

es

$999
LB.

CRINKLES

2L1.

69c
59.

PARKAY

NIBLETS GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL CORN
GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL CORN
1101 CAN
GOLDEN CREAM STYLE CORN
GREEN GIANT CUT

GREEN BEANS

16 OZ.

GREEN GIANT

PIUL $23

lifitiENON HALF PONE
U $1 3

FILLY
KC 99c; REAK

OSCAR HAIEN —$01. — SLICED

BOLOGNA
KENTUCKIAN SMOKED

La $239

REELFOOT'S OLD FASHIONED
CHUNK STYLE

SAUSAGE 94
9 BOLOGN $1 19
LB.
LB.
BLADE CUT — U.S. CHOICE

CHUCK ROAST

LB.
41=1

NOT MUCH MEAT

BONELESS — FAMILY PAK
39C

SOUP BONES

LI.

LB.

99c

CHUCK STEAK

LB.

CENTER CUT

CHUCK ROAST

LB.

IGA — BRISKET

$169
$119

59

CORNED BEEF L..
BEST OF

2 BREAST HALVES
2 LEGS
2 THIGHS

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

c
89

FRYER

LB

PORK
ROAST

89c
LB.

CHUCK ROAST
S— 59
PRODUCE SECTION
LETTUCE
39c
CABBAGE
39c
STRAWBERRIES..
69c
SQUASH
59c

3/900
4

HD.
LB

... FRESH PINT

•

FRESH YELLOW

LIQUIDIVORY
$1 99

NAM

LI

4 OZ.

STEMS & PCS

CHEF PIERRE SO

REELFOOT 1282 HOMO SLAB

(;

GREEN GIANT

PECAN PIE

ROAST

u

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

1 LB.

MUSHROOM

99c

PKG.
LB. $289

$1 79

STEW
BEEF

KRAFT PURE

NATURE'S BEST

PURINA

DOG FOOD

ROAST

LB

SNORT RIBS

JIF CREAMY,
CRUNCHY

PEANUT
BUTTER

liOULDER $139

BEEF

NI
TE
CHOCOLATE FUYOR

I Ic

• BONELESS LEAN

"EN
BFRANKS
2f
V.S. CHOICE — BONELESS NIB EYE

USN'S

5 LB.

PKG.

15 OZ. CAN

SPREAD

$1 49
20OFF
°

500z

29

UNCUT

BUSH'S BEST WHITE
& BEST GOLDEN

NOWBOAT BUCKEYE PEAS
Nal NOT BEANS
EST NAVY BEANS
INTO BEANS
ORTNERN BEANS
ED BEANS

T

BACON

71/4 0z.

111111Y

49c
10 PK. 59c
4 PK. 69c
DOZ.

SWIFT'S 12 OZ. SIZZLEAN

3

DINNERS

of
ll's 23
out
to
's 43

99c

iiROWN 'N SERVE ROLLS
HuOT DOG BUNS
!ANIS!' ROLLS
LAZED
DONUT
SCADE
DETERGEN
T
MARTHA WHITE SELF RISING
MEAL

400Z. $169

ORANGES

LB.

5 LB. BAG
1

$39
1

.--.1.- ynnium

'

•
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I Deaths and Funerals

Services Are Today
..At Local Chapel
ifor Mrs. Bucy
The funeral for Mrs. Minnie
(Polly) Bucy, widow of
Loyal T. Bury, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the tilalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Woodrow. Allen, and Robert
Bucy, Clyde Steele, Earl
Byerly, and Bobby Spiceland.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Mrs. Bucy,80, died Monday
at 11:50 a.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. She
was a member of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church and
was the daughter of the late
Jeff and Emma Evans
Kimbro.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Rudy Cunningham, Benton; two sons,
Lewis ( Buck) Bucy, Royal
Oak, Mich.,and Creston Bucy,
Murray Route 2; one sister,
Mrs. Walt Milliken, Taylor,
Mich.; two brothers, Charlie
Kimbro, Murray Route 5, and
William Kimbro, Lynn Grove;
six grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.

Grover Puckett, Dexter
Route 1, Palestine Community, died Tuesday at 7:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 88
years of age.
The deceased, a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Palestine United Methodist
Church. His wife, Mrs. Carrie
Ellen Richardson Puckett,
died March 14, 1973. One son,
Glen Puckett, died in 1911.
Mr. Puckett was born Aug.
26, 1890, In Marshall County
and was the son of the late
Joesafus Adolphus Puckett
and Catherine Mahon Puckett.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Frank (Helen )
Parrish and her husband,
Frank, two grandsons, Joe
Rudolph and wife, Jean, and
Bob Parrish and wife, Peggy,
all of Dexter Route 1; one
brother,
Joe
Puckett,
Paducah;
seven
great
grandchildren; three great
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Paul
Bogard, the Rev. Fil Boston,
and the Rev. Steve Shapard
officiating. The Warren
Quartet will provide the
music.
Burial will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home
where friends may call until
the funeral hour.

Brotherhood Of St.
John's Plans Meet
The Brotherhood of St.
John's Baptist Church will
present a program, "Strength
In Unity," on Sunday, March
18, at 3 p.m. at the church.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. Joseph Gardner, pastor
of Mt. Zion Baptist Church,
Paris, Tenn., who will be
accompanied by his Male
Chorus.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.

Agape Center Will
Hear Rev. Herron

March 14, MS

By GORDON D. MOTT
Associated Press Writer
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A severe
earthquake damaged buildings and
sprayed broken glass over the streets of
downtown Mexico City before dawn
today. The Red Cross said a 14-year-old
girl was killed and 20 persons injured.
A three-story building collapsed at
lbereoArnerican University, a private
institution in the southern part of the
city Most of the windows at the
university were broken.
Police said many private homes were
heavily damaged. But life quickly
returned to normal, and traffic filled
the streets during the morning rush
hour.
The Seismological Institute in Mexico
City reported the quake measured 7 on

Mideast.• •
(Continued From Page One
begin to make peace a living reality for
their people."
"There were political risks involved," the president told the
cheering, sign-waving crowd about his
Middle East mission. One sign said,
"Jimmy: Prophet for Peace." Another
said, -100 Percent President."
"(They were) political risks to me as
president — and therefore perhaps to
the prestige of the United States,"
Carter said. -Fortunately our work has
had a happy result....
"In war, we offer our very lives
almost as a matter of routine," the
president declared. "We must be no
less daring, no less steadfast in the
pursuit of peace."
Vice President Walter F. Mondale,
who shook hands with Carter at the end
of a red carpet. told the president:
"Welcome to a proud and hopeful
nation...."
"You have drawn two ancient
enemies to the brink of peace," the vice
president said.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP) — USDA —
Estimeted receipts cattle and calves 1400.
limited offerings slaughter steers and
heifers steady, cows fully steady. bulls
steady; limited calves and vealers steady
feeders steady.
Slaughter steers choice 1100-1364 lb
61.10411.00; mixed good and choice 1200'292 lb 0104621; slaughter heifers good
970-1217 lb 03.0043 10; slaughter cows
coneourual 2000-52.00; otOity 4$ 00-54
high dressing and high boning percent
utility 54.00-59.N; cutter 47,00-53.00,
canner and cutter under Nil lb 42.0047.00;
slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1610 lb 70.10;
yield grade 1-2 1150-1570 lb 005046.50;
yield grade 217.604010; slaughter calves
and sealers ebeles 140-2115 lb Tesler* 00.00107W a few good and choice 320-410 lb
cease 7346-71.511; fader steerschoice 20040 N 07.110.111111.110; 411141/0 lb 92.00400.00,
5111$7011 lb 1111.111142.110; 710.750 lb 75.00-110.00.
1104115 lb putty fattened 85.0$48.00;
mixed geed and dirks 90400 lb 110.00
9710;0004101077,142.00; good 300.100 lb
70.110116.10; MIS lb 16.00-74.011. hedere
choice X1194011 N 17.011414.00, a ten partly
tstreasd 71540 lb 12.16-11.21; mired goad
and drip 210-475 lb 77.110111.10; dame lb
1711574.111; pod YAM lb 11011979.011;
HO. 2105; indedes IMO feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts .75 higher; US 1-2 110-250
N 55.11114111.36; Nes. 2360.360 lb 49.504000
900410 lb 04049 50 sows Newly to 1.00
laver,decline co weights over 450 lb; US
2 91641/1 N 46.004110111: 110.435 lb
00.
47 011; No. 3 300425 lb 44.25-45 25, boars
over 310 lb mostly X 0037,30.
Sheep X; unrested early.

The Rev. Mike Herron of
Corydon will speak at the
Agape Teaching Center,
located in Room 205, Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, on Thursday. March 15, at 7:30 p.m.
The speaker is pastor of a
fellowship of 400 members
which also sponsors four other
teaching centers.
The public is invited to
Julius Caesar crossed the
attend, a spokesman said.
Rubicon in 49 B.0

the Mater serlie and the epicenter was
about W miles southwest of the capital
city.
The U.S Geological Survey in
Golden, C010., called it a major quake
with a Richter reading of 7.9 and the
epicenter 100 miles northwest of
Acapulco, on the Pacific coast or a
short distance at sea.
Scientbds there said that reading
would make it the strongest quake in
the world this year.
No damage was reported in
Acapulco, a popular resort, but the

Hearing.

Special events have been
planned for Saturday and
Sunday, March 17 and 18, at
the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, located
east of Dexter off Highway
1346.
An "old fashioned" box
supper will be held Saturday
at 7 p.m. at the church.
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. a film
on the Bush Country of Haiti
Around St. Michel will be
shown by Billy Lovett and
Divel Legrand of the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church who, along with other
missionaries, spent last
summer.
Regular services will be
held Sunday with Sunday
School at 10 a.m. and worship
at 11 a.m. with the pastor, the
Rev. Glen Elliott, as the
speaker.

Matching service
tored each week

and accessory items will be resat special coupon savings And
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(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

DWAI

With each $3 00 purchase you are entitled
to buy
one china saver stamp tor 994 Once you have tilled
your sayer certificate wet 35 stamps you may redeem it for 3 20- pece senesce for tour in your pattern
choice The tout cost of your set on this plan is only
$3465

Imported Bavanan Pormian
t4IP Durable—HO Fired
VI Fine Belk-like Tcnor
ttliP TrarosArcent Body
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Southside
So. 12th Street

Dishwasher Sale
V Craze Resistant
ci1P Open Skim Gwalabelp
Pure Plabnum Tnm

15% unc
12 -)-4
211 one
367% -1h
31% uric
22% +
10% wit
+h
No Trade
lahB 19%A

Federal-State :Aarket News Service
March 14,1179
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 4511 Fat 350 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows steady to mostly
Fl
US 1-=301ba
049 25-49 75
1JS221644111he
ta 00-49 50
LIS 24 WIMP(se.
Of 00-49 01)
US2411/114M lbs.
$47 00-43 GO
Sows
US1427640010a.
143 00-44 00
t1114 3111146011be.
al 00-44 00
U014411114110 lbs.
144 00-45 00
1JS1451164•1110a.
145 00-46 50
U1134 HMO
.....
$41 0042 00
sway 433 00434 00

David C. Roos, Minister

MS

Outstanding Features:

SI% +%
7%
X% 49k
61% +%
4,
484/
1
214
10 -%
930k.04
12 sac
7 +94
3204 -%
5049
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South, Murray

Cole stated that his not having the
degree did matter in keeping his
position at the university as assistant
professor due to keeping the accreditation In the nursing department.
She added that a certain number of
teachers had to have masters in order
to maintain the standard the MSU
department has had since 1968.
Hunter testified that in 1976 the
nursing program was faced with
several needs. He said that hiring
Langford satisfied one need in the
faculty. Langford also aided in the
possible loss of the Henry County
General Hospital as a clinic site.
Rita Cannon, director of nursing
services for the hospital, Stated that
before Langford came to MSU,
physicans and staff complained about
the performance of some MSU faculty
and students. They asked that they be
terminated from the university
program, Cannon added.
With Langford, students, some different from the previous year, performed better and Langford provided
more supervision, she said. Cannon
testified that Langford was outstanding
in all fields of nursing and some
previous MSU teachers "couldn't
measure up to his standards."

orrriatit
Ifinr

Hog Market

,

then goes to the president for approval
Curris pointed out that in most cases
he does not do intense investigations on
applicants since it goes through several
other channels before him.
He stated five factors that weigh
heavily in the determination of employment and salary: responsibility of
postition, quantity and quality of
education, quantity and quality of
experience, market condition and
performance review.
Quality of experience is more important than quantity of experience,
Curris stated and he added that he felt
the nurses were not as qualified as
Langford.
When a teacher is hired without a
masters degree, it is usually anticipated that he would finish up his
degree, Curris mentioned. To all witnesses' knowledge, Langford never
received his masters.
Langford's contract was up for
renewal in 1978, according to Martha
Erwin, interim chaiman of the nursing
department. The university did not
offer to renew his contract because he
did not have his masters. Erwin stated
she offered Langford a position as instructor before he left the university.

Northside
Chestnut & Tenth

-1.15

The First Christian Church

Highway 641

(Continued From Page One)

AD

Stock Market

Air Products
Americas Motors
Ashland Oil
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General lire
Goodrich
Herders
1-lesbian
IBM
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Th01=
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Waldo

A lot of people swear with these words, but there are others
who swear by them.
Some folks feel that the teachings of Jesus should play a
more important part in their lives, but they feel put upon by
the "do's and don'ts" of churches. They would like to go to
church, but they can't quite swallow the dogma that some
churches insist upon. It's just easier to go fishing or golfing on
Sunday morning.
But the emptiness is still there.
There is an alternative. The Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) was founded during frontier days to encourage simplicity of belief and worship. Frontier people wanted a downto-earth religion to help them cope with and understand their
hard life. As Individuals, they felt they could read and interpret the Bible for themselves and build faith through an understanding of God's word.
That same belief lives in the modern Christian Church. If
you're looking for a church where you can really feel at home,
come and worship with as this Sunday.

Paseo de la Reforms Boulevard. Glass
from broken windows littered the
sidewalk.
Electricity was cut in many parts of
Mexico City. The subway system
stopped and firemen reported serious
damage to some buildings at
InterAmerican University in the
southern part of the city.
Florida Omens,80, of Galesburg. M.,
said the locked door of her hotel room
flew open. "I went outside and part of
the inside of the hall fell down," she
said. "You couldn't stand up."

Two Events Planned
At Brooks Chapel

Industrial Average

Jesus Christ.

••

highway to it from Mexico City was
billell•d by landslides.
lights were out in several sections of
the capital of 13 million people when a
strong aftershock hit almost exactly an
hour after the main shock rolled
through the capital shortly after 5 a.m.
The facade fell from a bank building
on Juarez Street in the heart of the city.
It appeared at least one upper story of
the building had collapsed into the
ground floor.
Tourists gathered in small frightened
knots in front of the towering hotels on

military experience and one year of
non-nursing teaching.
The nursing department practices
the policy of team-teaching, where two
or three teachers share duties in the
classroom and in clinical work according to testimony.
The plaintiffs stated that Langford
did not have duties that differed or were
more important than theirs.
After learning that Langford did not
have his masters, the eight filed a
greivance with the university Affirmative Action Committee. Some relief
was received, they testified.
Curris took the witness stand
Tuesday. He stated that when a person
applies for a teaching position, he is
interviewed by the department
chairman In 1976, Dr. Ruth Cole was
chairman of the nursing department.
The chairman would then make a
salary and position recommendation to
the dean of the college. The nursing
department falls under Dr. Donald
Hunter of the college of human
development and learning.
Curris added that after approval, the
dean presents the recommendation to
the vice-president for academic
programs. Dr. William Read held that
position in 1976. The recommendation
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Severe Quake Rocks Mexico City Early Today

Mrs. Martin Dies; Grover Puckett Is
Former Resident Of Dead At Age Of 88•
Calloway County
Funeral Is Thursday
Word has been received

of
the death of Mrs. Jeruue
Severe
Martin, former
resident of Calloway County,
who died March 5 in Clovis, N.
M.
Mrs. Martin, 88, was born
July 28, 1890, in Birmingham,
Ala., and moved to Clovis, N.
M., in 1930. In 1952 Mrs.
Martin and her husband,
Marvin Martin, moved to
Calloway County and lived in
the New Providence and Hazel
communities until 1967 when
they returned to Clovis.
She was preceded in death
by her husband, Marvin, in
1972. a daughter, Mildred
Stocking, in 1938, and a
stepdaughter, Ada Martin.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Eula Gunhells and Mrs. Effie Peterson,
Clovis, N. M.; one son, Willis
Severe, Dallas, Texas; one
sepson, Richard Martin,
Clovis, N. M.; eight grand31hilciren: nine step grand*ildren ; 24 great grandgihildren; 12 step great
lgrandchildren; nine great
treat grandchildren.
The funeral was held March
7 at the chapel of the Steed and
Todd Funeral Home, Clovis,
with the Rev. Dr. H. E.
Bergstrom officiating. Burial
was in the Mission Garden of
Memories, Clovis, N. M.
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Assists Youths In Walking

Challenges Don't
Frighten Fisher
Rick Fisher knows a challenge when
he sees one, but challenges don't
frighten him. For some time the
Murray Middle School physical
education teacher had been watching
two middle school students who were
confined to wheelchairs and had been
offered little hope of ever progressing
beyond this level of physical ability.
Thinking of his own experience as a
Murray State football player who had
undergone extensive physical therapy
for knee injuries, Fisher became
convinced that he could help Sean
Cooper and Scott Bland. Now, after one
semester of work, both boys are able to
walk alone, although it is still necessary
for them to use walkers in most of their
day-to-day activities.
After talking with Margaret
Franklin, curriculum director for
Murray Schools, Bill Outland, Middle
School principal, and the parents of the
boys, the wheels were put in motion.
First, two college students, Andy
Carfield and Tony Franklin, with
backgrounds in physical therapy, were
hired to work with the two young men in
the therapy program and in helping
them get to and from classes.
Then Fisher talked with doctors and
therapists at Shriners' Crippled

Children Hospital in St. Louis to work
out a program of exercises to use with
them. According to Fisher, "Doc"
Simmons at Murray State University
has also been very helpful.
Another college student, John Farris,
has been hired since Christmas to fill in
for Carfield and Franklin when they are
attending university classes.
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Sean and Scott have one hour of
planned exercise and physical therapy
which is designed to help strengthen
their weakened muscles. On Tuesdays
and Thursdays, in order to break the
routine, they play games which help to
develop eye-hand coordination.
Everyday they practice standing and
walking.
Mrs. Jackie Cooper, Sean's mother,
is unlimited in her praise of Fisher,
Carfield and Franklin. "They have
accomplished things we never expected
to see," she said. Her voice and face
affirm her pride.
When asked his ultimate goal for the
young men, Fisher replied, "I want to
see them walk unaided out of this school
on their way to high school." Knowing
Rick Fisher, it is hard to doubt that this
is exactly what Sean and Scott will do.

EXERCISING — Sean Cooper uses the weight lifting machine to
strengthen the muscles in his legs. Beginning with just the bar at the start of
the school year, he has progressed to 50- or 60-pound weights. Above,
Tony Franklin (left) and Rick Fisher help him get adjusted before he begins
the exercises.

ACCOMPLISHMENT — Standing and walking are part of the everyday
routine for both Sean Cooper and Scott Bland after only one semester of
physical therapy. Andy Carfield is as proud of Scott's accomplishments as
Scott is and can usually be found dose by Scott during the school day.

Story And Photos By Kaye Peebles
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GOOD LAUGH — A good laugh always relieves the tension of hard work. Here Tony Franklin and Rick Fisher
share a laugh with Sean Cooper. A lot of good-natured teasing takes.place among the group but they are all aware
of the seriousness of their endeavor.
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Treat your lawn to a sharp clean cut with this
Longlite 20-inch mower Powered by a 3 HP. 4 cycle Briggs
& Stratton engine Has 7-inch poly wheels, side discharge and
1-type handle Life-Guard Protection feature.

Majority Released From Prison
On Shock Probation Don't Return
ByMARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
The overwhelming majority of
Kentuckians released from
prison on shock probation
have stayed out, state records
show.
Only a fraction have
returned to an institution on a
new conviction.
offenders
Of the 1959,
released under the program
since it began seven years
ago, 90 have been convicted of
another offense. Probation
was revoked for another 232
and they also returned to
prison or jail.
The idea of shock probation
is to give first-time offenders
convicted of minor crimes a
taste of prison. Being in jail
for the first time is supposed
to be enough of a jolt to deter

Although the program is still
further criminal activity.
The statute, sponsored by controversial, the number of
Sen. Don Johnson, D-Fort offenders granted early
has increased,
Thomas, gives judges broad release
latitude in determining who reaching 379 in fiscal 1976-77,
should be released, ruling out and then falling off to 301 in
only those convicted on the the last fiscal year.
During the current fiscal
most serious felonies, such as
murder, rape, or armed year, which ends June 30, 190
persons were granted shock
assault.
Anyone convicted of an probation through the end of
offense involving use of a February, statistics provided
firearm or weapon from which by the state Corrections
a shot or projectile can be Bureau's Correctional
Systems
discharged, and which is Informational
capable of causing death or division show.
The controversial nature of
is
injury
serious
automatically barred from the program is evidenced by
the local stir caused when
shock probation.
Anyone sentenced to death former Franklin County
cannot be probated under the Judge-Executive Jack Goths
was granted shock probation
program.
Shock probation was con- last week.
Goins had served less than
troversial when it began in
1972, and only three offenders two months of a one-year
were released the first year. sentence in the Fayette

SECURITY FEDERAL
Pays The Highest Interest Rates
Allowed By Law
Need We Say More

Security Federal
SCIVIfigIS 8 Loon Assocsatton

7!)9 1234

Detention Center when he was
released Friday. Goins
pleaded guilty Jan. 16 to two
misdemeanor
amended
charges stemming from the
disappearance of nearly
$70,000 in fines and forfeitures
from Franklin Quarterly
Court.
Fayette Circuit Judge
James Keller granted Goins
shock probation after a
doctor's report said his health
would be endangered by
further time in jail. The report
said Goins' diabetes and
hypertension had worsened
during his stay in jail.
Keller ordered Goins to do
at least 15 hours of voluntary
community work each week
during his two-year probation,
as a way of repaying society.

Jordanian Airliner
Crashes On Landing;
Kills 31 Persons
NICOSIA, Cyprus(API - - A
Jordanian airliner with 49
persons aboard crashed while
landing early Wednesday in
Doha, Qatar, killing 31 persons, Amman Radio reported.
The Jordanian government
radio said the airline, Alia,
reported the 18 survivors were
in good condition.
The crash, on the east coast
of the Arabian Peninsula.
occurred at 115 a.m., two
hours after the plane took off
from Amnion, th"0 Jordanian
capital, for Qatar and Oman.
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As the final activity of a unit on "Birthdays," Cyndi C.ohoon's first graders at Robertson
Elementary School presented a play to the rest of the student body titled "George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln." The students also made dioramas, log cabins, booklets
which included silhouettes and held an open house for their parents to view their handiwork
and the play.

\\

Old-Fashioned Ingenuity, Elbow Grease
Saves Kentucky Taxpayers About $15,000
FRANKFORT — A little oldfashioned ingenuity and
elbow-grease on the part of
some Department for Human
Resources employees has
saved Kentucky taxpayers
more than $14,960.
Necessity sparked invention
when Dr. James Corum,
director of the department's
branch,
dental
began
establishing, "from scratch,"
a mobile clinic for the new
dental sealant program.
Through the program,
funded by the 1978 Kentucky
General Assembly, school
children in certain grades are
offered applications of
sealant, described by Corum
as a clear, hard, protective
coating "painted" onto the

Ryan Malone and Leigh Baker sing a duet"Jimmy Crack Corn." Other members of the
cast are from left, Mary Ann Todd, jimmy Osborne, Wiliam Beak, Tom Thurman,
Leslie Weatherford, Brian Fish, Robyn McCarty, Dina Fazi, Darla Culver, Billy Tibbs,
Donald Crass and Darlecia Ballard.
Plistiss ay Kaye Peebles

Arbor Day To
Be Observed
On April 6
Kentuckians are being
urged to grab a shovel and
plant a tree April 6.
That's when the state will
observe Arbor Day, as
proclaimed by Gov. Julian
Carroll.
The annual observance is
designed to draw attention to
the need for the replacement
of cut trees and the conservation and protection of
existing trees, according to
Mary Hotze, University of
Kentucky Extension horticulturist.

Reciting a poem "Abe Lincoln" is T.I. Gradisher. Standing behind him are:
from left,
Amy Mier,Renee Rogers,Leigh Baker,Julie George, and Ryan Malone.

Spaghetti Special
at

Two Places!

"Choose trees and shrubs
with good strong branching
characteristics, that are
disease and insect resistant
and which are adapted to
Kentucky's climate and
soils," she advises.
More information on the
selection and care of trees is
available at your County
Extension Office.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Glasgow Man
Accidently
Shot On Monday
GIASGOW, Ky. (AP) — A
Glasgow man, Timothy
Phillips, was accidentally shot
Monday when a pistol apparently fell out of his coat
pocket and discharged, officers said.
Phillips was on a car
dealer's lot for a car lease
transaction, police said.
Officers said that when the
small-caliber pistol apparently fell out of Phillips'
coat pocket and discharged,
the bullet struck him in the
abdomen.
He was taken to Community
Hospital in Glasgow. A nurse
on his floor said he was in
satisfactory condition.
No one else was hurt.
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With Garlic Bread and 2 Price On
Combination Salad ;with Meal
Inside
Dining
Only

Spaghetti and Salad

effectiveqess will be very
favorable — to this program
and to the parents.'"

"We're so quick to cut down
trees for lumber, firewood or
to get a good price from a
buyer," says Hotze. "But
what is being done to replant
those same areas?" she asks.
One thing is Arbor Day
observances when property
owners are asked to get involved in the preservation and
protection of trees in urban
areas as well as in open land
and forests.

Hotze
suggests
that
homeowners become involved
with their city councils and
their families in careful
selection of city and home
plantings.

1/
2

chairs, lights and the compressor, including expenses
for parts and labor involved in
modifying the equipment,
totaled only $886.80, a savings
of almost $15,000.
When the dental sealant
program went into operation
in mid-August, 1978, the total
cost for all the equipment,
including sterilizing equipment and hand instruments
for 10 operators, was less than
$8,000 of the $113,000 allocated
for fiscal 1978-79 by the 1978
Kentucky General Assembly.
Corum figures that the
dental branch saved Kentuckians money in another
way. "Dental sealant protects
the tooth surfaces that are
involved in approximately
half of all dental cavities. We
estimate the program's cost to
be a maximum of $1.50 per
treated tooth, but the service
is offered without charge to
the children," he said.
"Compare that with the cost of
fillings and you can see why
we are optimistic that the cost

The first official Arbor Day
was observed in Nebraska in
1872. And although subsequent
efforts to establish a national
observance have failed, many
states set aside Arbor Day
observances.
Calling trees "one of our
most important natural
resources," Hotze notes that
about 78 trees are needed to
absorb the carbon dioxide and
produce the oxygen needed for
every person in the United
States. "The preservation of
trees and plants may be
literally a matter of survival,''
she adds.

Now Enjoy Our

Super Special For Kids

Pe

chewing surfaces of perCorum and
Larry
manent back teeth.
Thomas, field coordinator for
Because Kentucky
is the dental sealant program,
believed to be the first state to then decided to investigate the
conduct a public-funded possibilities of adapting an
dental sealant program, there ordinary lawn lounge chair
was no precedent to follow. average cost: $14.96). Armed
Corum and his staff began with a metal saw, a blow torch
checking prices of various and some imagination,
pieces of portable dental Thomas extended the chair's
equipment. A portable dental legs to the proper working
for
dental
chair, both costly and cum- elevation
bersome, averaged $1,100; a examinations.
dental examination light cost
Another
burst
of
$120; a dental air compressor imagination and a quick trip
sold for about $1,200. The price to a local discount store
tag for 12 chairs, 12 lights and produced a high intensity desk
a single compressor needed light (average cost: $9.96)
for the operation of the that could be adapted for use
program totaled more than as a dental examination light.
$15,800.
A call to a department store
In an effort to cut costs, produced a compressor
especially on dental chairs, 'average cost: $300) ,that
Comm ordered less expensive could be substituted for the
collapsible cardboard chairs. more expensive one,
Experimental use of the
The modified chair proved
chairs, however,showed them to be lightweight, durable,
to be difficult to assemble and easy to assemble and
unable to withstand daily disassemble and considerably
wear and tear.
cheaper. The cost for all 12
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Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE
or

Nothing for Something
LOVELAND, Colo. t AP I And now, for those who appreciate the value of nothing:
the Nothing Card.
It is honored everywhere,
comes with a lifetime
• guarantee, a portrait of
Millard Fillmore and is good
for absolutely nothing.
"Take this card and enough
cash into any store and you
can buy whatever you want,"
says Bryan Sennett.
Sennett, along with B.J.
Clark and Jan Kieser, are
founders of the Nothing Co.,
which is licensed to sell
Nothing Cards.
"We're a basic honest
American corporation," said
Ms. Clark. "We have nothing
to offer."
Millard Fillmore was a
natural for the front, Ms.
Clark explained. Besides
being the only president to
accomplish absolutely
nothing, she said, "He even
ran on the Know-Nothing
ticket."
Each card really is
something: embossed with the
owner's name, a space on the
back for the owner's signature
and a number that's all your
own.
But the card doesn't cost
"nothing." The charge is $5.

A WEEK
We've got it all for you. •
No matter what you're looking
for youll find it in The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Where else could you get the
valuable information we offer on a
wide
variety of subjects, coupons and ads
which save you money and the
most extensive news coverage
in the area for less
than 64( a week

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
CALL 753-1916
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-Workshop At Brandon Spring To Focus On Japan
Contemporary Japan will be
the focus for a global
education workshop to be
offered at Brandon Spring in
the Land Between The Lakes
April 7-8 for West Kentucky
elementary and secondary
school teachers.
Sessions are scheduled !rani
2 to 9 p.m. on Saturday, April
7, and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday, April 8, for the
workshop entitled -Improving
Instruction Through Global
Education: Focus OD COO'
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Woman's Club
Offers Art
Scholarship
A 6250 art scholarship is
being offered for the 1979 fall
semester by the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The recipient must a
Murray State University art
major and a native of
Calloway County.
The Annette Schmidt Art
Scholarship will be awarded
on the basis of both academic
achievement and need.
Letters of application must
be received no later than April
7b. They should include the
applicant's name, home address, phone number, appoint
grade
proximate
average, and classification as
of the 1979 fall semester.
Students should also include
their major interests, plans
after graduation, a statement
of why they need the
scholarship and how it will be
used and the names of two
sergaiaors who are familiar
Vattheir work.
The letter should be addressed to Eva Hopkins,
Chairman,
Scholarship
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, in
care of Mike Brun, MiuTay
Art
University
State
Department.

While maxi tornadoes
represent only about three
percent of the total number of
reported tornadoes, they are
responsible for about 90
percent of all the deaths.
The mini tornado — the
smaller funnel that dips, hits,
and lifts back into the parent
thundercloud — also is extremely dangerous, as the
chance of warning against
these sudden storms is poor,
Pearson warned.
"Fortunately we do our best
job of issuing tornado watches
on the maxis," he said, "and
the National Weather Service
offices do the best job in
issuing warnings on the big
ones."
Tornado watches are issued
from Kansas City for areas
potentially threatened by
tornadoes and severe thunderstorms throughout the U.S.
These watches specify a time
period and an area where
tornado probabilities are
highest.
They are not warnings, but
mean tornadoes are possible.
During a watch, people should
watch for threatening weather
and listen to radio and TV for
more information.

Tornado warnings are
issued by local National
Weather Service offices when
a tornado has been sighted or
indicated by radar. When a
warning is received, persons
close to the storm should take
cover immediately. Others
should be prepared to take
cover if threatening conditions
are sighted.
The National Weather
Service urges individuals to
heed these safety tips:
— When
a
tornado
threatens, your immediate
action can save your life!
— Stay away from windows, doors, and outside
walls!. Protect your head!
— In homes and small
buildings, go to the basement
or to an interior part of the
lowest level — closets,
bathrooms, or interior halls.
Get under something sturdy.
— In schools, nursing
homes, hospitals, factories,
and shopping centers, go to
designated shelter areas.
Interior hallways on the
lowest floor are usually best.
— In high-rise buildings, go
to interior small rooms or
hallways.
— In mobile homes or
vehicles, leave them and go to
a substantial structure. If
there is no shelter nearby, lie
flat in the nearest ditch,
ravine, or culvert with your
hands shielding your head.
TORNADO WATCH —
Tornadoes and severe thunderstorms are possible.
TORNADO WARNING —
Tornado detected,take shelter
immediately.

Forest Management Can
Provide Multiple Uses
Can we have our lumber and
our forests too? Plus
wilderness and wildlife and
recreational areas in the
woods'
Can we have our cake and
eat it too?
Well, maybe not the cake.
But America can certainly
lumber,
have
enough
wilderness, wildlife,
recreational space and scenic
beauty from its forests, says
the Southern Forest Products
Association.
And should.
We can have all these
things, explains SFPA,simply
by managing our forests for
multiple use. That means
deriving multiple benefits
from our forests by having
competing interests agree to
share the bounty in a fair and
balanced manner.
Even the trees speak up for
this diversity of use. An SFPA
forester swears he overheard
this conversation at a recent
convention of trees:
"I'm not just another pretty
face," said one tree. "Sure, I
enjoy an appreciative look,
but my wood fiber can do
some important things for
people, from home framing to
furniture."
"Humans are chauvinist
pigs," complained another
tree. "I insist on my privacy,
and I get it in the wilderness.
But you can get too much of a
good thing, you know.
Sometimes I get lonely and
yearn for the company of
plenty of people."
"Yeah, but you can get your
fill of that too," shot back
another tree. "Humans can
really be noisy and messy in a

recreation area. They don't
always pick up their toys,
either. Sometimes I'd just be
content to provide some shade
for the fish beside a quiet
stream."
"I've got no gripes with
animals," said a very old tree.
"I just wish I had more
variety. I get the woodpeckers
and owls, while the young
trees get the deer and the
rabbits."
"Well, I've got a date with a
chain saw next year," piped
up a middle-aged tree. "I got
depressed at first, wishing I
could keep growing in a
wilderness or even along the
edge of an interstate. But then
I took a metalphysical view.
I'll still be around in the form
of two-by-fours, making a nice
home for some family. That'll
make me feel mighty useful."
At this point SFPA's
forester
was
caught
eavesdropping and the trees
suddenly turned silent, as if
they were incapable of
talking. But the forester got
the message.
Multiple use of our forests.
Even the trees like the idea.

Women's Political
Caucus Sets Meet
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Women's
Political Caucus will hold its
state convention April 7 and
April 8 at the Drawbridge
Motor Inn and Convention
Uenter in Fort Mitchell.
The theme will be: "Kentucky Women: Progress in
Politics in the 1980s."

significance in all aspects of
inand
international
tercultural affairs.
"Japan is clearly one of the
major nations in the world
today," he noted, "and the
treatment of Japan in
is
education
American
inadequate at every level."

Dr. John Taylor, chairman
of the Department of Instruction and Learning at
Murray State and a member
of the workshop staff of seven,
said Japan will be the subject
of the workshop because of its

completion of the workshop.
Those who wish to earn
graduate credit will also be
assigned a project.
Anyone interested in attending the workshop or
desiring
additional
information should write, call,
or visit: Dr. Phil Deaver,
Center
for
Continuing
Education, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-2716.

Participants may earn one
semester hour of graduate
credit at a cost of $31 or
Continuing Education Units
ICEUs) at a cost of 12 upon

300 SOUTH 8th ST.
ADJACENT TO THE HOSPITAL

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9 AM TO 6 PM
EACH TABLET
CONTAINS KO MG
VITAMIN C AND
PROVIDES 8.33 TIMES
THE US
RECOMMENDED
DALY ALLOWANCE
FOR VITAMIN C

About 700 Tornadoes Expected
To Strike In U.S. During Year
than 6,000, and caused $600
million in damage.
"It only takes one maxi
tornado or one family outbreak to knock your averages
for a loop," Pearson said. He
defined a maxi tornado as one
with winds in excess of 200
miles per hour, which remains
on the ground for more than 30
miles.

Each classroom teacher
who completes the workshop,
which has a limit of 50 participants, will be reimbursed
$50 to cover registration,
lodging, meals, and travel
costs.

INTRODUCING.... BEGLEY'S NEW!!
MEDICAL ARTS PHARMACY

AWARDED MEDAL — Chaplain Col. Hugh P. Kelso, center, of Murray recently was
awarded the Meritorious Service Medal at Fort McClellan, Ala., upon retirement from
the Army after more than 23 years. Chaplain Kelso received the award for exceptionally meritorious service during his last assignment as a chaplain with Headquarters Battalion. Presenting the award is Maj. Gen. Mary E. Clarke, right, commanding
general, Fort McClellan, Ala. His wife Dorothy, looks on. During Chaplain Kelso's
distinguished military career, he served in Vietnam. He also received many stateside
assignments. His previous awards include two awards of the Bronze Star Medal and
the Army Commendation Medal. Chaplain Kelso entered the Army in 1955 and
received a bachelor of divinity degree in 1954 from Memphis Seminary.

If 1979 is a "normal" tornado year, about 700 of the
earth's most violent windstorms will strike throughout
the U.S. and may kill more
than 100 people.
Last year,788 of these fierce
whirlwinds struck in all but
eight states, killing 53 persons
and doing millions of dollars in
damage.
These grim statistics are
from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration,
which
this
week
is
Inaugurated "Skywarn '79,"
an effort to save lives through
individual and community
preparedness planning.
"We're gratified the death
toll last year was well below
the annual average, and that's
most encouraging," said Dr.
Richard E. Hallgren, Director
of the Commerce Department
agency's National Weather
Service."We like to think that
our forecasts and warnings,
together with preparedness
actions at the community
level, were responsible for the
low _death count last year.
"But the possible public
apathy that might follow
causes all of us on the Federalstate-local level a lot of
uneasiness," Hallgren added,
"That apathy could be a killer.
We must exercise more
vigilance than ever, to try to
keep the number of deaths
down. Skywarn is one way of
doing this. I think it can and
must be done."
Allen Pearson who heads
NOAA's National Severe
Storm Forecast Center in
Kansas City, Mo., cautioned,
however, that, "a one year
decline in tornado deaths, is
hardly a trend."
He cited the infamous
superoutbreak of tornadoes in
1974 to make his point. During
18 hours on April 3 and 4 of
1974, 148 tornadoes were
reported in 13 states and
Canada. They killed more
than 300 people, injured more

temporary Japan."
Designed for elementary
and secondary classroom
teachers, especially those
responsible for social studies
education, the workshop is
Sponsored by Murray State
University, the Kentucky
Department of Education, the
Teacher
Renewal
and
Development Center, the
Kentucky Council for International Education, and the
Kentuck§ Council for the
Social Studies.

VITAMIN

REXALL

BEGLEY'S
VITAMIN

SALE ENDS
3/19/79

SUPER PLENAMINS

a

TABLETS

72 WITH 36FREE

0041.1
IA M.

1.09

50Orng.
100 TABLETS

BEGLEY'S

BOTTLE OF 100

BEGLEY'S
VITAMIN

Ii
4001.U.

ALL BE-GLEY
PRODUCTS
ARE
GUARANTEED!

B&C

S%
*MP'

'N•k.

1
:123Eatl-N
VITAMIN

5.07

MULTI-VITAMINS WITH MINERALS

Atall
SUPER
PLENA

(MtakirilIWAIB
'

100 CAPSULES

CHILDREN'S CHEWABLE

BOTTLE OF 100

EACH CAPSULE CONTAINS 400 10 OF MANION E AND
PROVIDES 13.33 TINES THE RECOMMENDED DALY
ALLOWANCE FOR VITAMIN E

CONTAINS 10 VITAMINS AND THE
IRON YOUR CHILD NEEDS DALY
ANIMAL SHAPED VITAMINS
TASTE GOOD
TODI

100 TABLETS

.22

100 CAPSULES

umadutaii

74

BOTTLE
OF 100

CONTAINS VITAMINS:
C,
PANTOTHEMC ACV

6-COMPLEX
& VITAMIN C
SUPPLEMENT

MULTIPLE &stoN
VITAMINS

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
& IRON

r)

6

BEGLEY'S

CHILDREN S
CHEWABLES

CAPSULES

BEGLEY'S

•

sigm'sri

B-COMPLEX Et
VITAMIN C
SUPPLEMENT

100 CAPSULES

OUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

BEGLEY'S

NEW

ENCARE
OVAL

Encare
Oval
verse conirampros
prewrbork at wounsco/

,2•4sERTs

HIGHLY RELIABLE EASY TO USE

12 INSERTS

BEGLEY'S
SHAMPOO
TREATMENT

s114gp0I4,
TREADIF
‘
.411,
Balsam

Protein

mr•ne ••0 ••••••••

FOR ALL TYPES
OF HAIR

5 QT.

974

•

274

PLASTIC PAIL
/HANDLE

IRONING
BOARD COVER
AND
SPACE PAD SET

56 X 94 IN

CHILDREN ACT FAST
SO DO POISONS

NAIL POIJSH
REMOVER

4 OZ.

col

974 * L

24X13X10Y2 IN.

BEGLEY'S

16 OZ.

IAD, GENTLE
FORMULA FOR
BABY AND THE
WHOti FAMILY

STORAGE CHEST

SUSAN LEIGH

REGULAR OR
LEMON
SCENTED

REFRESHING MOUTHWASH
AND GARGLE
FOR DAILY ORAL HYGIENE
12 OZ.

160Z.

WICKER COLOR

1.53

CONDMONING
INGREDIENTS LEAVE
HAIR SOFT,
SMOOTH,
EXSY TO MANAGE

MOUTHWASH

2.86 764

SATISJFACTION
GUARANTEED

BOTTLE OF 500

CEPACOL

BABY
SHAMPOO

BEAUTY LOTION

DISCOVER
VAGINAL
AILTHE SECRET
CONTRACEPTIVE
FOR PREVENTION (
401
OF PREGNANCY

BEGLEY'S

.I

OIL OF OLAY

2.41

SCR. ASPIRIN

STORES

930 424
294

PROTECT
YOUR CHILDREN
FREE! AT BEGLEY'S

AGE

REFLECTOR

POISON COUNTERDOSE
CHARTS
DURACELL.

BEGLEY'S

SIZE C OR D
2 PACK

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

ASST PRINTS
Et PATTERNS

994
A

DURABLE

TANNING
BLANKET

FITS ALL
STANDARD
IRONING BOARDS

1.99 1.37
1.22

DYMO

LABEL MAKER

HUNDREDS OF USES
SELF ADHESIVE TAPE STICKS TO ALMOST ANYTHING

1801

- SPECIALS

SPOTLIGHT

522

i ROLLS

Alka,- Seltzer

COTTON
MOP

••••1•11•••••••••
...111/*/
OW IMMO

ALK A-SELTZER
I

TARtI

f0 III f

690
411

BODY ON TAP
SALE
ENDS
MARCH
19

Mtn
Firor

st

Cre

CREST

TOOTHPASTE
1 OZ
RE G OR
MINT FLAVOR

f

Bow

iris*

W'4r

ASST
COLORS

97

APPLY FOR A E1EGLEY'S
CHARGE CARD TODAY!

SHAMPOO
BEER ENRICHED

CAROLINA

864

BANTROOM TISSUE

DURACELL

11

9 VOLT

OZ.
FOR NORMAL OILY
OR DRY HAIR

BATTERY

1.37

88°

osogiValt

ALL

'

CANDY BARS
ARS

2/?54

630

CURITY

COTTON
BALLS

OA%

SOFT FIRM,
ABSOITBANT
PACKAGE OF 300

610

•

•
•
4.„7••••
•
•••
•
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ADVIIITISED ITEM MILKY
Each of these odvertised items is required to be readily ovoikible for sale
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad If we do run
Out of on advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable
item, when ovoilabie, reflecting the some savings or a roincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised Is-ice
within 30 days

Pricos etteecravir rhea March 20th
Quaht,Ty right reserved
Co9YrIht 1979
The Kroger Co

EVERYDAY IN EVERYVVAY..

TER

Sliced Rib Half

PORK
LOIN

PORK
LOIN

28
Sliced
Free

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

PORK
ROAST
^
BRAMMAINIIIIP4

11111 *W.liriCS1/11141ICI

1.. ...

kW&
STEAK

LI.

lEv".717"L'7,:j"1111:::1
..

WORTH 20° EWORTH $2.00=,_:
8.
OFF
RIB
... OFF Eli BONELESS L. STEAKS
HAM SLICE am an WHOLE

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

SIMI
IKE
MIN
NIB

MI

toward the purchase of
each 1 lb. pkg. of
Foci Pkg.
Coster Cif

with this coupon.
Expires March 20th

1111111.111

Shank Portion

MB °'

MIN
UM

INN
IMO
en
toward the purchase of each Mak,
INIII NM Glendale Semi-Boneless Horn or Mil

mil •p
Imi

N•K

mi um

with this coupon
Expires March 20th.

HAM

FAMILY
1
PAK

WW1
NM
NIB P

.10 Ft

WATER
ADDED

lb.

SLICED
BACON
r20$11 19
Pkg

L
i 11IIIIIIIII1

111

BEEF & HYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN MIX

HOLLY FARMS

Kroger's Pro
U.S.GOVT.GRADED CHOICE SEEP
Boston Roll Roast

FRESH
FISH
DEPT.

silao POEM

Liver

•Fritslity aeoplit, Moo prided with ke in sealed costaireers
•Rosbricl directly to Cystic fres reliable East-Ceet fiaborks
•Acc•retely labelled species •Opert• doted for $$$$$$d
fresbooss. (Available Thursday Fodor & Saturday 0.'41

FRES WORE

Fish 'N Batter Fillets
FRES-SOORE BREAM

Fantail Shrimp
MS SNORE FISH

. LI.

COUNTRY CLUB

Canned Ham

FA/KT
LARGE
BUNCH

NEW CROP
1.11

CALIFORNIA FANCY

FRESH FLORIDA

Sweet Corn

GRAPES

ER

$239

MEATY
Turkey Drumsticks
SERVE

SAYE SLICED

Lunch Meats

LARGE
STALK

LII.

494

$ O49
II.

1 99

$
R
Lt.

SLICED REEF

1194

Liver

31 39
3i..SC99
CAN

4:
1

PIERRE S FROZEN CNVIWAGON STEAK OR

Veal Patties
HEALTH AND BEAUTY

DELI AVAILABLE AT SUP RSTOR S ONLY

69
99I
CO(

rhith;'‘'

894

Flavor Sonsation

BIG EYE
SWISS CHEESE
Thom son Sift

Iseiriamb

WE'LL HAVE IT READY!

FRESH
STRAWBERRI

Pascal Celery

25'

PHONE AHEAD...

First Of The Season

Fresh Asparagus

LII

Jumbo Bologna

ISM

DELI—BAKERY

Fresh Broccoli

Fryer Backs

KROGER BY THE PIECE

$289

SATTER

Fish 'N Chips

MEAT
WIENERS

FULLY-COOKE

24 02
PIG.

el9

_
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Pure Came

COLONIAL
SUGAR

CUT YOUR FOOD COWS!

•

—

till
with this coupon and $10 purchase excluding items prohibited by low and in addition to the test of
morchondisd. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. Expires March 20th.

coupon

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SAVE

SAVE
1 0c
5

36'

10W30 Super Blend or HD30

PEPSI

QUAKER STATE

MOTOR OIL

7-UP
16 Oz.
Bottles
Plus Dsposit

LIMIT 6

plastic
gallon

quart
can

$109

Limit 3 Cartons

ASSORTED KROGER

2

Sour Cream Dips
CREAMY AND SMOOTI4

Country Club Ice Cream

'
2

GAL.

KROGER

99
794

16 CT.
. PKG.

Twin Pops

Sweet Pickles

10 OZ $1 00
PEGS.
g

C
Assorted Kro

PORK&
BEANS

MIXES

Aflc

4
p

klAfl
Pay

181
/
2 01,
box

WITI4 ICING KROGER

/

2

Cinnamon Rolls

49

91 2 01 $ 1
CANS

can

KROGER INDIVIDUALLY WIAPPED AND SLICED
24 OZ.
PKG.

American Cheese Food

09

KROGER

Butter-Me-Not Biscuits
eA rcrWA;rrid Yogurt

09

5
3

5 CT.
CANS

$249
994

1602.
.. CTN.

MINUTE MAID FROZEN.

2

Orange Juice

602.
CANS

KROGER

Green Peas

20 OZ.

KROGER FROZEN 1 2 CT PEG
SOZ.$1 00
TUBS •

14 02
PIG

Glazed Donuts

‘
GAL "I"

22 02.$
FRG.

Corn Dogs

SHELLY
BEANS

KROGER

Brown 'N Serve Rolls
COUNTRY OVEN

Cinnamon Rolls
Multi-Grain Bread

9'

\ 1601.
4 CANS

Detergent
TENDER

Kroger Spinach

22"
s1/2oz 2/494 224

"pn

Bix Mix
MARTHA WHITE

Flapstax Mix

2/494

PRG

Cake Donuts

$ 1 25

PLAIN OR SELF RISING FLOUR

Martha White
LIPTON

Tea Bags
NEFTY SUPER

Trash Bags

5 LI

99'
24a. $ 189
ROE
BAG

15a. Sel4
AC
BOX

KIDNEYBUSHS

••••

fi
11

GOLDEN
CORN

$115

NOW

W AS

89'
$185

394

$237

1102
CANS

CHIEF ROY AR DEE

Cheese Ravioli 15C111
CHEF 110Y-AR DEE PEPPERONI OR
I 7 OZ.
nto.

674
674
s135

PANCAKE SYRUP 3602.BTL

Mrs. Butterworth's

S

99

BEEF OR CHICKEN FLAVOR
102.
PKG.

55'
SPANISH FLAVORED
7
PKG. 554
Rice-A-Roni
,
CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL..
Green Grant Corri cvki 41 4
GREEN GIANT WHOLE 00 SLI'.10
7' OZ. 55'
Mushrooms
JAI
mem
s1 25
Teo
Ala.
Rice-A-Roni

65'
654
$131
$185
53'
53'
384
534
$1"

WAS NOW
MARINA WHITE COTTON PICKIN

BEST

Cornbread Mix

'PE

Spudflakes

BEANS
NOW

9c

19

202.
PEG.

SLICED (RUSHED OR CHUNK

1602
CAN

Peas S. Carrots

16 02.
.. CAN

41 4

OZ
CAN

374

394
354

2 15 OE
PKG

Sugar Twin

25'
63'

WAS
354

PINTOK

234

W

KROGER

Tea

ROGER

41 CT

Wheat Flour

BEANS
NOW

WAS
771
, 2 LB.
BAG

MOIST DOG FOOD

Gainesburgers

02
36PE

9'

15 02. 6 51 65
CAN ID4 I

$1 61

WAS NOW
$ 125
$1°9

'143

$1 39

'a '1 99

$189

40 02

in

1201.
PEG.

694

202.
JAR

Spanish Olives

674

PILLSOURY IIIUNIGOT JACK

Instant Potatoes"g

$ 1 05

SSLABG

. CAN

1

DINTY MOM

Beef Stew

$125
39'
99"

24
1 202. 5
:14239
CAN

DEVILED

Spam Spread

cit
CAR

Al'

DRAIN OPENER

Liquid Drano

2CAN. $

9

ORANGE
JUICE
NOW

WAS

3

Si .69

65'
994

$ 1 15

REGULAR OR

Smoked Spam

WAS NOW
s155 $145

KROGER
151 2 01
CAN

31
S

PILLSBURY

Breaded Okra

554

NOW

1 IR
PK(

61

STItiriu FROZEN

\

NEN L RATION

Dog Food

LOW CALORIE

'MP

MARGARINE

02 CAN

Mushroom Sauce

NOW

0111 MONTE

New Potatoes

DAWN S

$ 77

QUARTERS
CLOVERALLEY

WAS NOW

Ck MEL MONTE Delta Syrup
19' !'.994
t‘ PINEAPPLE Tender Chunks
41' 39'

DEL MONT/

°°

CT
PIG

Corningware Dish

16PKCZ; 694

BEEF 4 LIVER FLAVOR KIN L RATION

OIL MOINTE FRENCII STYLI

Green Beans

24;

PAIR

Tampico Bowl Brush

SOUTNERN STYLE

MARINA WHITE

CANS

IS 02.
CAN

77'
2/1

PEA1"SAV1
Rubber Gloves
KELLOGG

NEW SIDE KICK

WAS NOW
Beef Ravioli

244

YOUR$
choice

Light 'N Easy Sponge Mop

•

19 02.$1
. PEG.

6 1/2"SIZE
EACH

0 CEDAR ANGLER 11100M Olt

COUNTRY OVEN

98

Sausage Pizza
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE

52' 2/794
15 02 39'
!.894
CAN

Chocolate Chips "di

•

LOAVES

Pound Cake

CHEF BOY AR DEE
MARTHA WHITE

1601.

BAKER'S

PIGS.

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our store Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health &
beauty aids, meats and produce

WAS NOW
SUPIOSIIIN

3
2 OCT $1 19
2 ,aoz.$109

ASSORTED FleiVORS COUNTRY OVEN

WAS NOW

3

MENU-ETTE
SKILLET

rz a,$ 1 19

PKGS.

KROGER

NOW

374

CORNINGWARE

20 02.$ 1 0
LOAVES

White Bread

COST CUTTERS!

BUSH 5 BEST

WAS

HOME & FAMILY

KROCLER DUTTERNIUL OR

69'
29'
89'
59'
69'

RONNIE FROZEN

'al Milk

4-4

BAKERY

1201.
PKG.

Mexican Dinners
RICK'S
Rich

00

Pat&
BLEACH

46.2/99

*5501100 It CIIKO

Ag 994

IS OZ
BAG

Oreo Cookies

77c
99"

.

FROZEN

39

NABISCO

...r2xf*626c
wuartrRINITa
JUICE Ar

24

er

$ OZ.
. BAG

Cheetos or Fritos

SAVE

SAVE

Showboat

39

FROM FRITO LAY

soxJAR$A99
"IT

Brim Coffee

20 02 $ 1
U
ITt

Milk Mate Syrup

JAR

FREEZE DRIED

3

Strawberries

694
)(box 89'

KROGER WHOLE

TROPHY FROZEN

CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

6' 2 01
CAN

Chunk Light Tuna

4

FREEZER PLEEZER

$209

2 LB.
.....110X

Kraft Velveeta

ASSORTED FLAVORS

99'
894

24 OZ.
. TUB

Cottage Cheese

NAlf
GAL

1

PAG
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BOOKS

Books is sponsored by TM Murray Lefger
& Times, the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
Humanities Council. Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to "Books." •
Department of History, M5U, Murray, Ky.,
42071

•
0
0
00

°PIMP/ DM ISSE DRY in

I.

tr_

I've heard it said of Robert
Lowell that he failed in his last
years as a poet because he
was lured into the trap of
trying to write "the great
American poem." I don't
know whether that is true of
Lowell or not, but one can
understand what a trap that
would be.

LCHILDREN'S OPEN HOUSE AT HORSE PARK - Bert, the big Shire and Mackie, the
miniature draft horse, will be among the horses welcoming children to the Kentucky
Horse Park during International Year of the Chid Day, April 7. Children and teens 16
and under will be admitted to the park free that day. Bert's handler is Rebecca Satan.
The amazed children are Steven and Prim Wathen, children of Park Superintendent
Don Wathan.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Lots
5 Ireland
9 Steal
12 Dillseed
13 Tempt
14 Beverage
15 "Watch
out!"
17 Digraph
18 Wasp, e.g.
19 Spice
21 Tambourine
23 More
precise
27 Man's nickname
28 Inclined
29 Illuminated
31 Lamprey
34 Diphthong
35 Wine cup
37 Vigor
39 State: Abbr.
40 Golf mound
42 Cloth measure
44 Swift
46 Niton symbol
48 Free
50 Foundations
53 Fondles
54 Large bird
55 Tantalum
symbol
57 Gracious
61 Rocky hill
62 Alms box
64 Unemployed
65 Peer Gynt's
mother
NI Legume
67 Remunerated
DOWN
1 Flap
2 Number

3 Recent
4 Endurance
5 Choose
6 Ruthenium
symbol
7 Anger
8 Tidy
9 Mob
10 Margarine
11 Beverage
16 Panicle
20 Moray
22 Lava
23 Blemish
24 Woody plant
25 Artificial language
26 Tear
30 Cylindrical
32 Send forth
33 Mine vein
36 Everyone
38 Vegetable
41 Guarantee
2

1

3

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

CCM DO 001300
MECO00 °MOUE
010 COMO MBE
WOO 0000 00
013000010 OUG
ORME MOM no
co Uun 000 CV
WO MOM GUM
lieULICAAJW
00 0000 OuG
EOM ODOM 00
CUOMO CIDOUOC
UMW UW DU
4.3 Brim
45 State: Abbr
47 Tellurium
symbol
49 Started
50 Greek letter
51 John -

52 Pierce
56 Exist
58 Girl's name
59- Baba
60 Conducted
63 Calcium
symbol

4

9

10 11

Ma"
13
hiia
111

MIII

illlIll61ii
Aiii I.
la
muaai
iiii iiiid•
u
ward
23 24 25

in
i
"•1W
'
4

WI id

047 fia al
50 si

111

61 Win
MO
iiii 53

ua
aaiii 63
kJ
66

64
11
al

Dios. tef theta! Pesters Breaks* lac.

Newport Workers Give
III Colleague Sick Days
NEWPORT, Ky. '(AP) illness forced him to
stay off the job, Ray C.
Gaskins' fellow employees at
the city garage have been
making his life a little more
enjoyable.
The 59-year-old Gaskins
said doctors can't identify his
ailment, but since December
it has sapped his strength to
the point where he is no longer
able to work.
By last week, he had
depleted his 15 days of sick
„leave and vacation time.
But his fellow workers came
to his aid. With the permission
of city officials, 17 employees
each gave him two of their
own sick days.
"If it isn't enough,then we'll
just ,get him some more," said
Tom Sharp, a public works
employee.
"We appreciated the city
manager and the commissioners giving us the okay
for this."
manager
City
Ralph
Mussrnan said the action by
public works employees is the
first such instance he can
recall in the city government.
"It's kind of refreshing to
see the guys stick up for each
other," said Michael Dutle,
public works director.
Gaskins has worked 15
years for the city, first as a
garbage collector. In recent

years, he has worked as a sign
hanger for the street cleaning
-crews and each winter he has
driven a salt truck.
"It's a God's blessing," said
Gaskins' wife, Frances. "You
don't meet people like this
very often. We don't know how
to thank them.
"I don't know what we
would do without that help."
Gaskins has been suffering
from cirrhosis of the liver,
arthritis, diabetes and other
ailments, Mrs. Gaskins said.
What has been most crippling recently is an overpowering weakness, she explained.
"He hurts something
terrible from this," she said.
"He wants to work so bad, but
he's just not able."

Since

Carter County
Health Department
To Open Branch
GRAYSON, Ky. (AP) Beginning Wednesday, the
Health
County
Carter
Department will open a
branch in Olive Hill and offer
the same services as the main
office in Grayson.
The branch is being opened
to accommodate persons who
need health care but are
unable to travel to Grayson.

PUNTS

HEY,CATCHER,HOW ABOUT
AN INTERVIEW FOR
OUR SCHOOL PAPER?

WHAT ABOUT ALL THIS
EQUIPMENT YOU WEAR?
•

...
)0ES
IT REALLq
PROTECT YOU ?

OFFHAND, I'D
SAY IT DOE5N'T

WL
A
.0iifac

MAYBE
AUNT FRITZI'S
OLD GIRDLE
WILL
IMPROVE
ITS SHAPE

...

C il7t Unded Femur. SroMmies Mc

MIME SMUT
13eETLE
p0 THIS

(SARGE
JUST
LOVES
TO GIVE

BEETLE ; BEETLE Po
Po MAT! 50MET14/NO ELSE.

ORDERS

3-14

A person dedicates his life to
discipline
the
of
understanding and reflecting
human experience, then loses
the discipline in a selfconscious effort to achieve
immortality with a single
verse.
Happily, Robert Penn
Warren has not fallen into this
trap.
In his 55 years of work as a
novelist, poet, and man of
letters, he has achieved a
reputation as having a
"positive will to communicate." This will be good
news to those of you who ran
aground on the phrases of
Greek in the cantos of Ezra
Pound.
Yet it would be a mistake to
assume that the clarity of
Warren's poems is the result
of his being an intellectual
lightweight. The clarity
results from his earnest labor
to share from within his own
experience the complexities
and complications of the
human plot. He does not
achieve this communication
by attempting continually to
write "the great American
poem." He does it by
reflecting the soaring vision
and sobering emotional swell
of a fully matured major poet
for whom writing is a daily
necessity,
an
urgent
measuring of the lifeblood.
His tone remains always
very personal and reflective,
like the sound of a man
praying. His special ability to
evoke an image is sometimes
startling, as in a poen-Ailed
-Last Laugh" in whitIK an
eerie fantasy is drawn of
young Sam Clemens watching
through a crack in the
drawing room door as an
autopsy is conducted on his
father. The poem addresses
the spiritual revelations that
came as Clemens watched.
Warren writes:
"If you yourself were, say,
twelve,- well then, just how
would you feel?"
My favorite poem in this
volume is called "Heat
Lightning." Using the image
of distant heat lightning to
conjure his recollection of an
erotic encounter in his youth,
the poet gives us a poem which
itself is a warm and gentle
flash:
Heat lightning prowls,
pranks the mountain
horizon like Memory. I
follow
the soundless
flicker,
As ridge after ridge, as
outline of peak after peak,
Is momentarily defined in
the
Pale wash, the rose flash,
of distance...
Any very personal reflection
has its philosophical side, yet
these poems are not interested
in philosophizing. Originally
from Guthrie, Ky., Warren
was imagery that is rural and
naturalistic; and his main
interest seems to be to get one
to experience, through his
words, what he has experienced.
If you are interested in
poetry at all, or if you think
you might be, take a look at
this volume. You can reread
these poems again and again,
at different times of day, for
how the sun falls differently on
them in your different moods.
Or you can peer into them
for a look at the human life
whose heart pounds just
behind them - it may be your
own. Because Robert Penn
Warren was working hard in
these particular speculations
to find a universal truth that
touches us all.

2,NOTICE
N

Legal Nodes
As required by KRS
157.585 the Calloway
County Board of
Education proposes to
adopt a resolution
Increasing the ad
valorem tax rate, as
provided in K RS
160.470, to fifteen
($.15) cents, effective
for the school year
beginning July 1, 1979.
The
Board
of
Education shall hold a
public hearing on
March 26, 1979, at 7:00
p.m. at the Calloway
County Board of
Education
office
buikling, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, for the
purpose of explaining
the reasons for the
proposed increase and
for hearing comments
and-or
complaints
regarding
the
proposed increase.
Jack
D. Rose,
Secretary
Calloway County
Board Of Education

141.

By Philip Deaver
Dept. of Continuing Ed.
Murray State Univ.

2. NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE

41

TNE CLASSIFIEDS!'
Larry's
& Body Shop
T53-TOSI

"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 755)4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL•FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJ P•AM, Sundays at 12:30.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
Society and
753-1978.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916and 753-1917
News,

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

Sports

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ade;
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
tion.

MURRAY
REMODELING
Nowa Improvements
lestarations

794111
WHAT WE do best is care.
eedline, 753-6333.

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
'Weddings
*Portraits
7534218
1M11111111111111111111•111pr

I Owl
IS
COMING
It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
13 A Specialty At

Starks Nanhiare
12th & Poplar
753-1727
FREE PARKING'
S. LOST IL FOUND
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old
mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 7534618 after 5:30
pm.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
tacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.
753-3230 or 753-8368.
6. HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
immediately!
Work
at
home. no
experience
necessary. excellent
pay.
Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
BREAKFAST COOK needed.
Apply in person between 10
AM and 2 PM, Triangle Inn,
S 12th Street.
CHEMICAL
OPERATOR.
Immediate opening for
experienced- chemical
operator, only one opeining
exists. Excellent starting
wage and fringe benefit
package. Contact Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp., Rt. 2, Box
SA, attention, Gene D. Smith,
Personnel Manager. (502)
7534926.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.

MP WANTS
Small
Engine
Mechanic - good
working condition, experience
required.
Write Box 32C.
IF YOU
NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance.,753-9332
Comp. Care
753-6622
Fire (City)
753-1441
Fire(County)
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
. 753-5131
Hum. RU.Gem. 751-0649
Humane Soc
759-4141
Learn To Read
753-28
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon. . 753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens..753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. ..1-800-592-6401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
ear the telephone.
d,

n

Adv•rtls•rs

ore

requested to check the
first Insertion of acts for
This
corrections
newspaper

will

be

responsible for only on•
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR

SHOULD

BE

REPORTED IMMED1ATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROmP-

I

TLY IN
ERROR

CASE OF

AN

Join the crowd, choose
your
paint
and
wallpaper at the BelAir Decor Store in the
Bel-Air Shopping Center.

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS,'top salary plus
extra good tips. Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant on
Highway 68 and 80 in Aurora,
KY. 474-2259.
FUND RAISING sales opportunity in your area Call
7534953.
HELP WANTED. A lead
carpenter, top wages for
right person, start in 3
weeks. 75.3-8500.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
medical office nurse. Send
resume P.O. Box 943,
•
Murray, KY 42071.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
working landscape foreman
Must
have experience,
knowledge
of
plants,
materials and equipment
Salary based on experience
and knowledge. Send resume
to Jones Landscaping, 407 N
12th St., Murray, KY.
LADY TO do light housework
and prepare lunch for shut
in. Call 753-6312.
NEED SOMEONE with
truck to do yard work and
window washing. call 753
6103.
NEED SOMEONE to do yard
work, 3 large yards, from
March through October. Call
753.8170, and after 5 call 753
4707.
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Frankfort To Issue
$3 Million In
Industrial Bonds
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The city of Frankfort will
issue up to $3 million in industrial revenue bonds so that
Union Underwear can expand
its plant here.
The move by the city
commission Monday night is
aimed at allowing expansion
of the finishing department
and providing more space for
packaging and shipping.
Thhe hope Is that it will
create 100 new jobs and odd
1300,000 to the payroll every
two weeks.
Industrial revenue bonds
are retired from rental
payments made by the plant.
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12 Floor Plans To Choi's' From
lank Financing Available
Just moved into our new building (same location). YOUR I
STOP CAMPING CENTER! Complete line of parts and accessories. See us for those hard to find items. Full repair and
service department now open.

White's Camper Sales
Rt. 3, Box 118, Highway 91 East
Murray,Kentucky 42071
ERNEST& VIRGINIA WHITE
Owners & Operators

Phone
(502)753-0605
WTI 1111111101tAFT YOU'VE(IOTA 0000 TWINS 000$11.

•••••
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

4. HELP WANTED
ditria Of

',HERMON
11111 Add Applee5Msellp
IZ
I=15=
;
1
Kr epFt1
7111.211111:11.1.11111
Apra
1.,46
Atillrft
a
from 5:811 am. Is 4:311 p.m.
Monday Ora* Friday, and
from 5:1111edi.tali:Mann on
Saturdays at the I.B.E.W.
Hall, 4514 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky All applocatlixia must be completed
by April 35, 1179 to be confertibisyssies class.
• Al allIpleseM tituat fully
Willi 11/8 Iblawing minimumn
gollikallaas to qualify for an
bewirlew:
1. AGE - Must be at least 18
yeerselage.
2. EDUCATION - Wigs
suI Gradiate, Oaa War
7211
s
AYthi
gil

est

4. PHYSICAL CONDITION It selected, will be required to
takes physical before starting
work.
Each applicant ithc meets
all basic requirements will be
interviewed by time Committee. The interviewers will
consider: reliability, interest,
attItud
ciliknessjudgement,
, as well as
other personal traits.
All applications will be
received without regards to
race, color, religion, national
ntriw sex.
applicant must met all
basic requirements to be
eligible for interview. Apprentices will be selected in
order of their ranking
resulting from rating of interviewers.

oritc

PART

TIME help wanted
Murray Calloway county
Airport. Call 489.2414 for
Interview.
ROUTE DELIVERY man,
part time and full time
personnel needed Inquire in
Person at Boone Laundry and
Cleaners,605 Main
SECRETARIAL POSITION.
Part time, will develope into

1$. ARTICLES FOR
SALE
27. MOS. HOME SALES
FOR SALE: couch with
hide, 1972 GAS MOBILE home,
a-war bed and
matching completely furnished, air,
chair, 5125 Rocker, picnic
underpinning, very
nice.
table, antique Singer sewing
5.4500. 753.4074 or 753-1877
machine, 2 antique clocks.
Call 753 8380 after 4 30
14' X 70' HOUSE TRAILER
and air for
with central
ake over
sale or
9 1856 after
Pa ymen
FOR SALE
4 pM.
I 30 Inch insulated top- 26. MOB.HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM mobile
per for short wheel
home, 24 X 24 family room
base pickup. $150. Call
attached. Call 436-2394 after
12 noon.
753-5322 after 4 p.m.

733-ao19

30. BUS. RENTALS
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUE DINING room
suite. 8 piece, good condition.
Call 753-6660 or nights 7536121.
EIGHT PIECE Birch dining
room set. 436-2743.
FRIDGIDARE STOVE and
refrigerator, excellent
condition. Call 753-6085 after
4 pm.
FOR SALE: Amana side by
side refrigerator freezer, 5
years old, like new. 753-0762.

Used Faraitura
Vied Appliances
Used T.M.'s

Hodge & Son, Inc.
206 5s. 5th
FIVE REFRTG-ERATORS,
one deep freeze, 2 ranges,
and 2 dryers. 489 2498 or 489
2483
REFRIGERATOR, LARGE
capacity, good condition 753
2266 or 753-4683.

TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent condition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753.8170.
19. FARM EQUIP.
4000 BUSHEL LONG grain
bin with 52 foot 6 inch auger
and bin sweep. 7 hp fan. 4362372.
CAT DOZER. Gas model,
good operating condition.
$3500. 436 5628.
017 AC TRACTOR and
equipment. 753-5577.

full time, experience with
calculator
or
adding FOR SALE: 1960 model Ford
machine required. Send tractor. Call 753-2913.
resume with handwriting 300 GALLON SPRAY rig,

COMMERCIAL
OFFICE
space, corner of 4th and
Sycamore. For information
call 436-5601.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
RESPONSIBLE
FAMILY
wants to rent 4 bedroom
house, 753.5750
WANT TO rent: land for
large garden or truck patch.
Call 753-5240.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR
RENT: furnished
apartment two blocks from 43. REAL ESTATE
University. $110 per month.
753-4140 or 436-2411.
RECENTLY REMODELED
2 bedroom furnished apar
tment, one block from
University. $150 per month
753-0430 or 753-8131.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: nice three
bedroom
house
near
University. Call 492.8225.
MODERN 3 BEDROOM
fully
furnished
home,
equipped kitchen, washer
'Professional Services
and dryer. Married couple or
With The Friendly Touch
family preferred. Call (618)
BRAND NEW. .
734-3029.

'WHAT S THERE A SHORTAGE
OF TODAY ?"

36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT: 40 acres good
corn ground. Henry Major,
Box 18, New Concord, KY
42076.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-47S9

4
Bedrm., 2/
1
2 bath
quality home, w/2,900
sq. ft. Many distinctive features including
fireplace w/heatolator, wet bar, compactor,
carpeting,
plush
rm.
sewing/hobby
Large lot - Double
w/paved
Garage
drive. Call About This
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

sample to: P.O. Box 578, polyethylene tank with 10 r
Murray, KY 42071.
row boom. 753-2433 after 5
SHIPPING ROOM super- pm.
visor, experience preferred, 856 INTERNATIONAL with
accuracy a must. -Send duals and weights. 706 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
resume to P.O. Box 578, International with duals. 150 LARGE ROUND bales of
Murray, KY 42071.
gallon saddle tanks, stainless good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889
WANTED: PARTNER for steel, with electric contols.
LARGE ROUND bales of
construction business. P.O. 489 2428 or 489-2422.
ARE
YOU
imaginative?
Box 389, Camden, Tennessee 1974, 10.20 JOHN DEERE good hay loaded on your Then, imagine
the pleasure
truck. Call 247.2889.
38320.
tractor, 437-4198
of country life: quiet,
REGISTERED HEREFORD privacy,
WAITRESS WANTED. 22. MUSICAL
beautiful wooded
Apply in person, Hungry PIANO FOR sale. Kimball bull, horned,-5 years old, call lot,, we have several parcels
489-2251, Kirksey area.
Bear, 1409 Main St,
of land from 3 to 15 acres
baby grand, in fine condition.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
starting as low as $800 per
WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Phone 753.2489.
ENGLISH acre. Buy now and apbabysitter for 2 children. 10 PIANO, SMALL grand, REGISTERED
months old and 4 year old. In antique walnut bed. Phone Shepherd puppies. Call 753- preciate for years to come!
753-1492...offerd by Loretta
8832.
your home or mine. Call 436- 753-1336.
Jobs Realtors.
2732 after 4 pm.
SILVER,
MINATURE
Hum.
GIBSON
USED
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
mingbird guitar and plush Poodle puppies, 6 weeks old,
wormed. Also stud service
WILL LIVE in your home case. 753-7575.
for black, minature Poodle,
and take care of invalid, MIS 23. EXTERMINATING
Usting if ties Weisid love
champion bloodline. 753-2777
per week. P.O. Box 41,
nice 351,3Y2 Soft brick Eta
41. PUBLIC SALES
Sy msonia, KY.
firseises eid Itsatoisesi. GleGARAGE SALE! Friday the
12. INSURANCE
ba boat and air sad sutra la16th, 8 AM to 5:30. One mile
sadism for warn *maga
west of Stella, Highway 121 in
front of Landfill sign
lasted neer Coldwater end
EOBILE EWE
Clothes, violets, and odds
priced to sell at Daly $4.S,5011.
USUUICE
and ends of every kind.
See
MOVING! RELIGIOUS
Warm Wilson. at
books, food warmer, dishes,
rifle, guitar, tools and much
302 N. 12th St.
more Friday and Saturday,
or tall 753-3263
108 N 7th.

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt cmtrol

43. REAL ESTATE

Ith
.nd
53.
ard
om
all
53.

14. WANT TO BUY
24. MISCELLANEOUS
NICELY WOODED five acre
DARK.FIRE6 or air-cured FIREWOOD
sale, homesites
FOR
located
on
tobacco base, 437-4198.
hickory and oak, $17.50 and blacktop road near lake Any
WANT
of these attractively priced
TO
buy...Coins, up. Cutting near New Con
properties can be bought
paying $4.50 for each dollar cord. 437.4228
of silver coins dated 1964 arid NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1 with a low down payment
back, also silver I/7 dollars face for all silver coins dated and the balance financed
dated 1965 through 1969 will up through 1964. More for over an extended period.
pay 75 cents each. Call (901) large
amounts. 1965-69 John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
642-6742 or 782-3408.
Kennedy halfs,65 cents each. 1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
WANTED TO buy, second For pickup call Cooley in 753-7531.
hand dehumidifier, must be Paris,(90))642-5118.
in good condition. 492-8702.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn.(9011 352-5777.
FOR
WEDDING GOWN, size 10,
never been used. Will sell
SALE
less than half price. 9:00 to
Forty-three
Pine
5'00 call 753,8365, after 5 pm
call 753-2587.
trees, around 30 years
26. TV-RADIO
old. Call 753-1785 and
IF YOU think break in' up is
after 5 p.m. call 753hard, you ain't seen nothin'
8978.
Professional Services
till you see this beautiful
N Amoire cabinet, Magnavox
With The Friendly Touch"
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE color t.v. and stereo comSPACIOUS FAMILY
bination. It can be yours for
HOME. . Start your
USED MATERIAL, mat balance due or monthly
thing 3 piece bathtub set, one payments. Clayton's, for.
spring
without being
shower base, one remote merly J. & B. Music. 753cramped in this 4
hood and cook top GE, one 7575.
Tappen hood and cook top. 27. MOB. HOME SALES
bedroom B.V., located
Miscellaneous sinks and unit
at
Kirksey. Living
hoods, Goffed cabinets and MOBILE HOME, anchors,
room with fireplace,
Odd formica tops. See at underpinning, roofs sealed,
Carpenter
Shop, patio awnings and aluminum
Roy's
formal dining room,
Murray Drive-11Y theatre carports. Call Jack Glover,
full basement. ONLY
753.1873 after 6 pm.
entrance.

NOTICE
Effective April 1, 1979
All residents of Murray and Calloway County that have a city sticker ON THEIR VEHICLE
are allowed is dump ONLY RESIDENTIAL
(household) refuse at the City Landfill
without charge.
ALL ethers using the Landfill will be
charged. In an effort to discourage littering,
Individuals hauling residential or commercial
refuse in overloaded trucks without taiirites
or tarps(when needed) will not be allowed to
use the City facilities,

$34,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
ARE YOU shrewd? If so,
don't miss this buy...2
bedrooms, 1
bath.. maintenance free aluminum
siding, storm doors and
windows located on one half
acre.. priced in teens. Call
753-1/92 or 437 4446...offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
MLENO R-191.

Applications are now being accepted for the
position of

Executive Director of
the Calloway County

Red Cross Chapter
Resumes may be mailed to
Mr. SWIM?P015017
Me Chairman
Box 488
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Otiants for raosipt of applications is Friday, March
^^Scm:0 Oppo,nhi5 Employ«
Ma MO at 4:00 pan.

n.ALr)i45

South 12th at Syeamorii
TELEPHONF 7531851

Just getting started?
See the house at 207
Barnett in Hazel, Ky.
for only $18,000.00.
House on big lot and in
good shape. Price includes, majority of
furniture and two car
garage. Excellent investment.
REDUCED! AND you can
pocket the savings! Brick
home near University...3
spacious bedrooms, bright
sunny
kitchen,
large
lot. .priced in the 30's. Call
today
for
an
ap
pointment...753-1492 or 753
2249. .offered
by
Loretta
Jobs Realtors...MLS No. T
602

Mosley Auction I
Realty Sales
(Cit MOIR Alen

Auctioneer RealtorPh 401 i4
179PPr
29111
313" 179-371'
South Fulton Tenn

OPEN NOOSE
N. SA& Hes
Fri., Mardi IS
12 Napa te 4 P.M.

Prnfessional Services
With The Friendly Toach'

COMING HOME TO
302 N. 17th St. will be a
pleasure in this sharp,
newly decorated 3
bedrm., B.V. Large
idtchen-dining, spacious living area, roomy
carport.
bedrooms,
New Outside Storage.
ONLY $34,900. Immediate Possession.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

49. USED CARS
1967 BAJA BUG, 4350. 759
1334
196$ CADILLAC, EL Dorado,

43. REAL ESTATE

A large aluminum
sided, well-kept, newly
decorated and carpeted house with 2
complete first floor apts. plus 2 upstairs BRs.
Has separate entrances, separate
meters and is heated
by 2 large gas floor
furnaces. New range &
refrigerator included.
Only $26,500.

BONOURANT
753-9954 or
753-3460

43. REAL FftATE

NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE
Large
year-round
home in wooded setting. Approximately
2700 square feet of
living space in this impressive home with
walk-out
basement.
Central heat and air, 2
fireplaces
with
heatalators, extra 2
car garage with boat
shed and workshop.
Large screened back
porch and quality construction throughout.
Priced in the $60's.
Phone the friendly
folks at KOPPERUD
REALTY, for all the
details.

0101CI
BUILDING SITE
Are you looking fel
that special place tqd
build your dream
home? If 2/
1
2 acres of
beautiful woods approximately 4 miles
from Murray sounds
like it might be the
place, phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-1222. We are
members of multiple
listing service.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 55 acres one
mile of Paris city limits,
black top frontage. Also 3
acres same area. 1.901.3522122.
LOT FOR sale. 82 X 300 feet,
Town and Country View
subdivision, .
1
mile from
Highway 94 on Lynn Grove.
BrownsGrove Road. $1500.
Call Mayfield, 247.3784 or 247
0255.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOUR BEDROOM,2/
1
2 bath,
modern home, 4225 per
month. Call 753-8333.
HOUSE AND 4/
1
2 wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. $23,000. Call (502)
639-6.421 collect, after 5:30
Pm.
NEW
THREE bedroom
duplex with economical heat
pump system. Built in
modern appliances, outside
storage for each unit. Large
private backyard. Close to
college and shopping centers. Good monthly income.
Call 753.7947.
SIX ROOM brick house. Bath
and !•7, 5 acres and, stable,
corn crib and fall out shelter,
deep well. Must sell due to
health. Call 436-5560.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick vanier, carpet and
utility room, located in New
Providence area on 150 X 140
lot. Call 753-3231 or 753-5881.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath
house on Concord highway
34 miles from city limits.
Sunken living room, dining
room, art,d kitchen with all
built hi' large utility room, 2
car garage with brick out
building, large patio, extra
large lot with tower antenna
with concrete drive. Call 435/428 after 5 pm.
THREE BEDROOM brick
with utility room and garage,
larg lot 3 miles west of Lynn
Grove. Call after 7 pm, 3452545

1976 4 DOOR, OLDS 94,
luxury sedan, metallic paint
finish, mileage 11,500. 753
1558.
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner. (901) 642-6742 or 7823408.
1971 FORD LTD, good
condition, $625. /37.4801.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy
wagon, low mileage, 4 new
tires, very good condition.
$1875 or make offer. 753-8333.
FOR SALE: 1969 Camaro,
black,$1425. 435.4294.
1972 LINCOLN MARK IV, all
power, excellent condition.
759 1718,
1973 MAVERICK
GRAB
BE R, 65,000 miles, good gas
mileage, good condition, new
tires. Call 489.2743 after 4:30.
1968 MUSTANG, GOOD
condition, 3-speed straight
shift, 5800. 247-378.4 or 247
0255.

'Ir Murray

e Gas Savers

Dahun, Inc.
604 So. 12th St.

1975 MONTE CARLO Landau with factory air, tape,
and stereo, velure interior,
We will let you have this car
for what we owe, $3100. 759.
1846.
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air,
AM•FM
stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
53595. 753-1499 after 5 pm
1978 PHEONIX PONTIAC, 2
door hardtop, AM-FM radio,
air and power. Call 435-4424.
SHARP 1969 CAMARO,
rebuilt engine, redone in.
tenor, new paint job. 759-1167
and ask for Donald.
1977 THUNDERBIRD, one
owner, 12,000 miles. Call 7532923 after 5 pm.
50. USED TRUCKS
1973 BUICK REGAL, white
with blue) interior, low
mileage, sharp. Call 435-4428
after 5 PM.
1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
step side, short wheel bee,
wheels, roll bar fog lights,
BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEW.
AM-FM stereo, $2250. Call
Nice brick veneer home in
753-0824.
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
room and nice porch on main
truck, power steering and
level. Large bedroom, family
brakes, air, 52,000 miles,
room, kitchen with rangetoP
$2500. 753.9507
and hood, side by side
1975
CHEVROLET
refrigerator, dishwasher in
SI LV E RADO, tilt
wheel,
the lower level. Also extras
power
steering, power
stich as insulated windows,
brakes, air, AM-FM radio,
50-62qt,t.v. tower and outside
$3500. Call 435-4588.
storage. Call to see at S36,500.
1976 C..1.5 RENEGADE,
The Nelson Shroat Co.
power steering, V8, 3 speed,
Realtors, 759-1707.
FIN SALE
lock in hubs. Levi top and
good
I
interior, big tires and wheels,
I 2 Bedroom house,
27,000 miles. Call 489.2434
location, large lot,
Purdom & Thurman
after 5 pm.
Insurance & Real Estate. close to grocery, shop- 1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, straight shift. Call 436ping center, and churSouthsIde Court Squore
2400 after 4 pm.
ch. House is in good
Murray, Kentucky
1973
CHEVROLET
condition. Immediate
CHEYENNE
pickup,
753-4451
possession. Priced in
automatic and power, $1495.
Call
489-2595.
$20's. Call 753-3796.
1971 CHEVROLET /
3
4 TON
pickup truck with grain bed
47. MOTORCYCLES
and dual wheels, good
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call condition. 753-5577.
753-8019
1971 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
1974 HARLEY DAVIDSON V8, standard transmission.
Springer, chopped
and Call 753-2266 or 759-4683.
molded, kick and go. $1200 1974 FORD F 100
pickup,
firm. Call 4.36-5637.
$1200 or best offer. Call 753.
1975 HONDA CB 360T with 5458.
MARSHALL COUNTY
wind fairing, excellent 1964 FORD PICKUP, $375
condition, 7,000 miles, great
759 133/
MASTERPIECE
gas mileage, $750. Call 7591977 FORD PICKUP, brown,
4908 before 1:30 pm.
This 4 bedroom, 2/
1
2
AM radio, cruise, topper on
1975 YAMAHA 650, $350. 759. back Notify Randy Roberts,
bath home has not
1334.
753-8825 from 8 AM to 5 PM.
been featured in Bet1976 FORD F150, RANGER,
ter Homes and Gar49. USED CARS
V8,
automatic,
power
dens YET, but it could
1973 BUICK SPORT, har- steering, power brakes,
be. The exterior is
dtop, AM-FM 8 track tape, minor body damage, $2750.
vinyl top, good condition, 753-8780.
cypress and brick, the
also 1970 Ford pickup truck FOR SALE: 1974 Ford
interior is beautifully
in good condition. 436-2555.
pickup. Call 753-1549.
decorated and inNEW 1962 GMC PICKUP, 701 S 4th
1975 - CHRYSLER
cludes a large bay winYorker, loaded With extras, Street. Call 753 0839 or 753dow in living room,
low
mileage, excellent 5287.
Call 753 6660 or 1959 WILLIS JEEP, 41200.
condition
fireplace in den,
nights 753-6121.
Call 753.5267 after 5pm.
cooking island in kit1969 CHE'VY CAPRICE, 51. CAMPERS
chen, pegged hargood condition, new tires, FREE!
NEW
ANE
dwood floors and two
$275. Phone 436-2459.
automatic awning on all
heat pump systems for
CLEAN 1975 PINTO, AM-FM Starcraft travel trailers and
tape stereo, 4-speed straight 5th Wheels. Sold through
your
year-round
Shift, 25 miles per gallon. March 31st, White's Camper
economical comfort.
$1450, does not use oil. Call Sales located 4 miles east of
All of these and many
437-4155
Murray on Highway 94. 753other special features
1973 CHEVROLET SEDAN, 0605.
excellent PACE ARROW, motor home,
standard,
are located on aprestorable condition. 753-2266 28 foot, 1978, 3,000 miles,
rnximately 9/
1
2 acres
or 753-4683.
perfect condition, call 753on Highway 80 in south
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE. 7853.
Excellent
condition.
30
plus
Marshall
County.
1976 SCOTTY 15 FOOT
mpg- $1500. During day call camper, fully self-contained,
Phone KOPPERUD
753-1916 and ask for Lisa. air, bath, refrigerator, t.v.
REALTY,753-1222.
After 5:00 call 753 6331.
antenna, like new. 753.1769
after 4 pm.
52. BOATS 8. MOTORS
/2 foot
BASS BOAT 1975 1/1
Imperial fiberglass with 85
Johnson motor with power
trim, fully equipped. Call
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
after 3 pm,753 1315
foot
SALE:
16
FOR
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
aluminum boat, 70 hp motor,
*I LADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
trailer. 436-5636.
*HOLLISTER OSTOMV PRODUCTS
14 FOOT. ALUMINUM semi
V bottom Richline boat, good
Free DirNveri On Proscriptions la City Limits
boat trailer, 25 hp Johnson
motor, like new, Fluger
supreme trolling motor, like
new, large piano tackle box,
rods, reels, etc. See at 1204
Doran Road,or call 753-6784.
Residence 205 N.6th St. near downtown Murray 1978 JET BOAT, silver,
black, and red, metal plat',
frame, 2 bedrooms on main floor and large room
454 Chevy, chrome headeri,
upper floor, gas floor furnace. Zoned 3B. Central
dual chrome wheels on
trailer, like new, extra
business, owner out of town and needs to sell. Imsharp. Call 435-4428 after 5
mediate possession. Listed at $19,000.00 make
pm
me an offer.
MUST SELL! 1978 17 foot fish
and ski boat with 85 OP
Johnson motor, 12-24 motor
CLAUDF. L
guide, depth finder and other
extras Will make good deal
Also 1977 Dodge Adventurer
150, 4X4, bought March 1978,
pxcellent condition, many
REAL ESTATE
pxtras Call 759 1940 after 5
PM,
1962 OWENS CRUISER, 23
foOt, 150 Mer cruise, 474 2780.
7534014-Phania-753-3059
RANGER BASS boat for
X hour answer service
sale. 150 hp Mercury, all
accessories. Call 759 1867.

WALLIS DRUG

FON SALE

MILLER

1

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
EN
ADDITIONS,
CLOSURES,
fireplaces
garages,
home
building,
insurance work, new baths
and kitchens, restorations
Murray Remodeling, 753
5167
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
makes
and
models.
Refrigerator and air conditioning.
All
work
guarenteed
Call 753-0762
anytime.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395 4967 or 1-362.4195
BOB'S HOME improvement
service. Carpentry, painting,
cement work,free estimates.
Robert Rodirguez, 753-450).
BLOCK
CONCRETE &
WORK. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, tree
estimates. 753-5476.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and eff icier))service_ Custom
Carpet Care 489-277/.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 4362562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates,
references, Vibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE
to
do
remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 or 4928465 after 4 pm.
ELECTRICAL
WORK,
commercial and residential.
Call tony Teschner, 3548531,
if now answer 354.8201.
EXPER IENCED PAINTER,
will paint houses. Free
estimates. Call between
hours of 5:30 and 7:00, 7534804.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for
your
needs.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and backhoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 7534515 or 753.
6763.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
Installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky -Tennessee
Insulation, R t.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY,42071, 15021 4354527.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears. 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436.2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
-onditioning. Call 753.7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White,7534605.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP.
PI NG, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also patching and seal coating. 7531537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753.8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- US-rick Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382-2442 days or nights or
382 2791 days.
EXCELLENT
ROOFING.
references,
call
753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelia.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
conditioning,
air
and
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 7512211. •
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry;
work completely guaran•
feed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
BOX 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 14,12-7026.
WILL DO alterations on men
and ladies clothing. Call 4892629.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home. 753.2211.
54. FREE COLUMN
FREE, COLL I E-Shepherd,
maled, 1 year old, has had
shots, good with children.
759-4141.
FOUR MONTH old hall
Shepherd half Collie puppy
Call 759-1189 after 6 pm.
57.. WANTED
ANY OLD lawn mowers or
garden tillers that you want
haulded off, please call 7535425, after 3 pm.
BURLEY
TOBACCO
poundage around 1,000 lbS.,

wanted to lease 435 4425.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Stnwt

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE Wit 11.25
bespital 4 hese call Masse MU 753-3685 two Say le advance. Perthry Public Service.

PRICE NAIR CUT S1.50

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, March 18
1-4 p.m.

1504 Beckett Drive
Canterbury Estates
It will be love at first sight when you see this
listing in Canterbury Estates, featuring 3
bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths, 2 car garage, redwood
deck, covered concrete patio and cedar fenced
yard for privacy. Don't buy until you have seen
this one. Priced at $62,500.

ORT'S...OPENINGS EXIST FOR certifiedor eligible operating room technicians.
We offer excellent working conditions. SALARY - BENEFITS - for further information contact:

Personnel Department
Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah,KY 42001
(502) 444-2125
An Equal Opportunity Employer
FEMALES - MALES
AGE - HANDICAPPED
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CPAs Advise On 1978 Taxes

Girl Scouts Approve New
Emblem At 41st Convention
A new emblem has been replaces the traditional threeapproved by the 41st annual leaf clover symbol that was
convention of the Girl Scouts patented in 1914.
The emblem, a stylized
of the U.S.A. meeting in
Denver. The new logo design within the familiar

GIRL SCOUTS
NEW GIRL SCOUT EMBLEM — A new stylized design
within the familiar trefoil shape has been approved as the
new Girl Scout emblem. The traditional color of green,
for U.S.A. Girl Scouting, is used ,for the redesigned trefoil,
with the words 'Girl Scouts' in a distinctive type and in
blue, the traditional color for the World Association of
Girl Guides and Girl Scouts.

Questions Answered Concerning
Non-Salary Income Treatment

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
trefoil shape, says that Girl
Scouting exists to serve all the last of five articles from
girls, and only girls. The the Kentucky Society of
trefoil itself symbolizes the Certified Public Accountants
three parts of the Girl Scout on preparing 197S Federal
Promise: to serve God, to Income Tax returns.
serve our country and
In 1978, Internal Revenue
mankind, and to live by the
Service was restrained by
Girl Scout Law.
Emphasizing that the Girl Congress from imposing stiff
Scout organization is a new rules that would have
separate and independent taxed most of the fringe
organization for girls, the benefits people receive from
words "Girl Scouts" in a their employers.
But, while we can safely
distinctive type will always
accompany the emblem. The assume we won't be taxed on
traditional color of green, for our free parking privileges in
U.S.A. Girl Scouting, is used a company lot, at least not for
for the redesigned trefoil, with l78, there seem to be
the words "Girl Scorns" in questions in the minds of
blue, traditional for the World many regarding the tax
Association of Girl Gides and treatment of other non-salary
Girl Scouts.
remuneration.
Throughout the more than
When decialting taxable
65 years since its founding, the income, should you include
Girl Scout movement has gifts received, prize winnings,
changed with the changing insurance proceeds, or tax
world in which the girls live.
refunds from earlier years?
However, the spirit of Girl
How about employer-paid
ricouting has remained the health and life insurance,
same, and its influence in the , pension benefits, the summerlives of girls and adults has job earnings of your children?
continued to grow.
Those are just a few of the

types of income that worry
some taxpayers at filing time.
Let's take up employees'
fringe benefits first. The
existing law, together with
IRS policies, provide that the
following "perks" go untaxed:
— Company-paid health
insurance
— Company-paid groupterm life insurance up to
$50,000
— Company-provided
meals and lodging if on
company's premises and for
company's convenience. (For
lodging to go untaxed it must
be a condition of employment,
as in the case Cl firemen who
sleep in so they will be
available if needed.)
— Medical exams by
company doctor
— Discounts in buying the
company's products or services
— The employer-provided
benefits that were and still are
taxable include:
— Premiums attributable
to group-term life insurance
coverage over ;50,000
- Personal use of company

car, airplane or vacation
facilities
financial
— Personal
counseling
Fringe-benefit rules may
soon be changed drastically,
but these still apply to tax
returns being prepared now.
What about non-perks —
cash or non-cash benefits
received from sources other
than an employer? Following
are some that are not taxable:
— Benefits from Social
Security
and
Railroad
Retirement and pension plans
funded by the employee's own
contributions. (Employerfunded pension benefits are
taxable)

— Welfare payments.
Your children's earnings
are not taxable income to you.
If their income was high
enough they should file tax
returns of their own, but you
can still take the youngsters
as dependents if they qualify.
And if you claim the children
as an exemption on your
return, care must be exercised on their return to get the
correct standard deduction.
Refunds of federal taxes
paid in previous years are not
taxed, but any interest they
earned is. State and local tax
refunds are taxable if
previously taken as deductions on federal returns.

If you collect money owed
— Most "windfalls," or
after having taken a bad-debt
gifts and awards that come to
deduction for it in previous
the recipient without his
years, there is no need to
having performed some
amend the earlier returns;
service or having paid some
treat the money as income in
consideration. This can inthe year received.
clude legacies, merit awards,
scholarships, or prizes, but not
Alimony is taxable to the
gambling winnings or the recipient if it is required by
proceeds of a lottery or raffle. the divorce settlement and is
— The proceeds of lawsuits paid regularly over an exin certain circumstances.
tended period.

Spokesman Sal
Bowling Green
May Be Site

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — A spokesman for
General Motors Corp. confirmed Tueday that Bowling
Green is one of the possible
sites of an auto manufacturing
plant that is being relocated
from St. Louis.
General Motors public
relations official James
Crellin said the new plant
would be for manufacture of
the Corvette line of cars.
The plant in St. Louis is
being phased out because of
its incapacity to meet federal
Environmental Protection
Agency guidelines.
Crellin,
reached
by
telephone in Detroit, confirmed that Bowling Green
was under consideration but
would not identify the other
possible sites.
General Motors has been
looking at an abandoned plant
in Bowling Green for the past---several months. The plant,
formerly used by Fedders to
make air-conditioning units,
shut down in 1976.
The auto plant relocation
would involve several million
dollars, but Crellin would not
elaborate further.

,DISCOLIT _DUG CLITER1
414.36404, tv.4*1-3.,timiwomfi

fj HEAD & SHOULDERS SHAMPOO

GLEEM
TOOTHPASTE

TAMPAX

4 OZ. TUBE

$1-
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7 OZ.
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T OL LOTION
28

Super Plus

11 OZ. LOTION

996

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
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15 OZ. LOTION
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EXCEDRIN

PAIN RELIEF
30 TABLETS
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DON'T DEPEND ON LUCK TO GET THROUGH AN ILLNESS.
FOLLOW THE MEDICATION YOUR PHYSICIAN
PRESCRIBES AND TRUST ITS PREPARATION
TO
SAY-RITE
PHARMACY

HOUSEHOLD

First
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DEODORANT
RETAIL 39°

1/2 PRICE
Bel-Air Center
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MENNEN
$138

$1 28

PARA-GARD

NON-AEROSOL HAIR SPRAY

50Z

.
THE EXTRA STRENGTH PAIN RELIEVER
AM(GESIC

EXTRA-STRENGTH

VITALIS
SUPER HOLD
$128

fl Excedring

THE NIGHT TIME PAIN RELIEVER

DATRIL

ANALGESIC
60 TABLETS

100 TABLETS
PAIN RELIEF
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